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Abstract

This project seeks to investigate the current state of IT use in churches and to de-

velop a software aid for leading music in churches. The research side focuses on the

extent and quality of IT use, and the attitudes surrounding it. A questionnaire

survey was conducted. The program developed can act as a song organisation

system; a display to help musicians play songs during a church service; a setlist

building tool; and a tool for recommending songs for a setlist based on various

criteria. This report explains and analyses the results and evolution of the project.

Further work is proposed.

Keywords: information technology, church, music, research, semantic analysis,

setlists, transposing, GUI
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Chapter 1

Introduction & Background

1.1 Introduction

Information technology has filtered through almost all of our society, becoming a

tool to aid humans in almost any task. The contemporary church is no different.

While there might be a stereotype of churches that are slow to adapt, there are

actually many thriving British churches, embracing technology for their own situ-

ations. This project seeks to investigate the current state of IT in contemporary

churches and to build a software solution to aid leading music in a church.

This project has both research and software sides to it, which were conducted

in parallel. It may be helpful to take a brief look at the software produced (chap-

ter 6) to understand the direction of the project, and chapter 4 which explains the

relationship between the two sides.

The reader is strongly recommended to read appendix B which explains and

defines specialised church and musical terminology. It is assumed that the reader of

this report will understand technical terminology that is familiar to undergraduate

computer scientists. Any specialised technical terms will be explained when used

in this report.

1.2 Scope

This project will focus on a small subset of the Church in Britain, by looking at

a few different types of churches and other Christian institutions. While it would

have been ideal to cover a larger subset of the British Church, I recognise that

my research is somewhat limited, mostly to churches I have connections to. This
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will still answer the questions asked by this project, just for a more specific set of

churches.

The project was limited by time constraints and other commitments. Further

work has been proposed in section 7.3.

1.3 Motivation for the project

The project is motivated by a desire to look into the problems that IT and, more

specifically, software, could help to solve in a church context. I myself am heavily

involved in a local church, where I sometimes lead the music. From my own

experience, I have come across churches either misusing IT or not using it at all,

when it could obviously solve problems. As Christianity and IT are two of my

passions, I wanted to use this project to understand how one could help the other.

The project can be broken into two main components: An investigation into

the use of IT in churches; and the creation of a program (to be called ‘PSALM’ –

see chapter 5) to aid in leading a time of worship. The main aims are listed below:

• The research side seeks to address the following questions:

– What role(s) does IT currently play in churches and how well is it used?

– What are the attitudes towards the use of IT in churches?

– What role(s) could IT potentially have in churches?

• The aim of the software side is to develop a tool that would aid someone in

leading (and preparing for) a time of worship. This will include:

– An improved system for organising songs (i.e. a song database)

– Allow songs to be easily transposed into different keys.

– Searching for songs by a combination of criteria (e.g. lyrics, chords,

themes)

– Detecting the theme of a song from its lyrics alone.

– A GUI that is at least as clear as a songbook.

– Recommending songs for a setlist by a customisable combination of

criteria (e.g. chords, themes, setlist history).
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These aims shall be expanded later in the report. Originally, it also had been

hoped that a tool could be built to digitally recognise the key of a song that was

sung spontaneously through a microphone, but this aim was deemed unfeasible

after consultation with computer science academics. See section 5.7.

1.4 Wider issues

1.4.1 Social & ethical issues

The University of Warwick’s ‘Guidelines On Ethical Practice’ (2005) in research

have been adhered to.

Because religion and technology can be a sensitive subject, it was important

to show objectiveness and sensitivity. This applied to both those involved in the

technology side (e.g. those supervising or helping on technical issues), and the

religious side (e.g. lead worshippers, those being surveyed).

It is imperative that the technology aids the activities of a church, and does

not replace the tasks that only a human should do. For example, the final choice

of songs in a time of worship must rest with the lead worshipper, not a computer

program. The program can however help in identifying possible songs quickly.

Users must not come to rely on IT systems for worship–related activities, because

otherwise the personal and spiritual experience of worship can be invalidated.

Some people may be opposed to the use of technology in a church, so due care

was taken. Sensitivity was shown when surveying users, or those that do not use,

technology in church.

1.4.2 Legal & professional issues

The author of any code or algorithms used has been properly acknowledged, and

only used where permission was given.

Copyright must not be breached. Only songs unprotected by copyright or

those in the public domain (e.g. ‘I Stand Amazed’, see figure B.1) were used when

distributing the software, except for those songs I have been given permission to

use. All the song sheets and songbooks (including the digital versions) that used

for testing are legally owned by myself.
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1.5 Self–assessment

1.5.1 What is the technical contribution of this project?

In the research half of the project, the current state of IT in churches has been

uncovered and assessed. Churches can use the work done in this project as a

starting point for evaluating their own use of IT, and perhaps a guide to how to

use IT better.

This project has also provided church musicians with a useful software aid for

leading music, where before there was nothing designed for use during services,

as a songbook replacement system. The resulting program puts together a unique

mix of a user interface built to HCI principles, parsing an XML database, semantic

analysis of text and mixing criteria to make recommendations to a user.

The principles of the theme recognition part of the program could be used in

other contexts where more complex methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis

cannot be used.

1.5.2 Why should this contribution be considered either

relevant or important to computer science?

This contribution demonstrates how IT can be used to aid humans in any task or

context, even one which has traditionally been slow to adopt technology generally.

This project shows how computers are used and perceived in a context that may be

foreign to many computer scientists. I hope the project will broaden the horizons

of both computer scientists towards applying their discipline to such areas, and

churchgoers as they discover the potential of IT for their church.

The software was built to solve identified problems, using an incremental de-

velopment process to produce successful results. Peers in the field can view this

project as an example of how to put together a substantial project including soft-

ware and research components.

1.5.3 How can others make use of the work in this project?

The research conducted in this project is important for people to understand how

IT should be applied to any situation, not just the church context. IT should be

used wisely, sensitively and with understanding of its potential. By reading the
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chapter on my research findings, others can learn from the mistakes, and successes

of IT in a potentially delicate public situation.

The software built in this project should be used under the principles learnt

from the research. PSALM can be used by musicians in preparation for, and

during, a church service. For instructions on how to install and use the software,

please refer to appendix E.

1.5.4 Why should this project be considered an achieve-

ment?

The software has achieved the objectives it set out to complete, thus solving some

of the identified problems in the church context. PSALM mostly works as desired,

which in itself is an achievement. A particular achievement is the theme recognition

– when a certain theme is searched, songs are returned that a user will confirm are

of that theme.

The research is an achievement in that an understanding of the current state of

IT in churches has been reached. The findings discussed in this report show that

IT is actually being integrated into many churches, and in the eyes of many people,

it is being well used. Almost a hundred responses were made to the questionnaire

survey, showing the level of interest in this project.

1.5.5 What are the weaknesses of this project?

The breadth of the research is not as good as would have been liked. The question-

naires were not fully representative of the whole British Church, although what

has been found is the state of IT in churches that do use IT, rather than those

that do not.

While the theme detection in PSALM is one of its achievements, it could still

improve by using statistical methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis or Latent

Dirichlet Allocation. This would help to remove some of the subjectivity inherent

in PSALM’s system. However, this may restrict the freedom in the theme detection

system in PSALM.

Due to time constraints, testing of the final increment was not as exhaustive

as hoped.

It had originally been hoped that key recognition could form part of this project,

but this was deemed to complex for a project of this size.
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Chapter 2

Research preparation

2.1 Introduction

The research side of this project seeks to investigate the current extent and quality

of IT use in churches, as well as the attitudes towards its use. The research may

then influence the design decisions made in developing the software component of

the project. As both the research (chapters 2 and 3) and software (chapters 5 and

6) were conducted in parallel, each side will refer to the other. This chapter lays

out the aims, design and methodology used in conducting the research. Refer to

the next chapter for the results and an evaluation of the research.

I have intentionally done more detailed research on how IT is used to aid in

leading music in churches, as this will relate to the software side of the project.

I believe that it provides a good ‘case study’ of how IT is used in churches. The

timing of changes in the way music is used in churches has coincided with the

increase in accessible IT over the last few decades. This has meant that it provides

good examples of how IT can be applied well – or not so well – to the church

context, while still having potential for new uses.

2.2 Aims & objectives

The general aims of the research (adapted from the project specification) were:

• Investigate the extent and quality of the use of IT in the Church.

• Investigate the attitudes towards the use of IT in the Church.
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• Investigate how IT could have potential further use in the Church.

These aims can be achieved through the following objectives (to the extent that

the scope of this project allows):

• Conduct a literature survey on the subject of IT in the Church to understand

the extent of, attitudes to, and potential uses of, IT in the Church.

• Strategically survey people in a range of churches (as diverse as possible)

that use IT, or those that do not when they could.

• Investigate what (software) solutions, partial or full, already exist for the

problems in section 5.2.1 that my software aid is intended to cover.

2.3 Research approach

The research was designed specifically in a way that would hopefully best achieve

the above aims and objectives. First of all, the internet was searched for articles,

books or anything relevant to IT, computers, technology, church, religion or Chris-

tianity. From this starting point, a network of sources began to appear, where

certain authors or sources were cited or recommended more than others.

The approach towards the literature research was then built up from this start-

ing point, focusing first on identified authoritative sources, then using citations,

referrals or my own searches to expand the investigation.

2.3.1 Sources

The main sources used in the literature review were books, journals and the inter-

net. Conversations with key church contacts and users of IT in churches were also

important, and peer research (within churches I have contact with) was another

part of the overall research. Informal interviews with band leaders and users of

IT in my local church were conducted. Finally, questionnaires were designed to be

central to the research. See section 2.3.3 for more on the questionnaires.

In finding software used in churches, I used my own connections with certain

people that use technology in churches, as well as the internet and books. Churches

often adopt new methods of operating by word–of–mouth recommendation, and

software is a good example of this. There are many websites setup specially to
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resource the Church, often with listings of software or other links useful for this

project. Most of the software found (see section 3.4) was discovered this way.

Observations were made on how IT was currently, and could be, used in church

services (or in other Christian contexts) that I attended during the course of this

project. For example, my local church recently changed the way that song words

were projected onto a screen, which had knock–on effects on the way that the

congregation worshipped. I also took into account the way that I would use the

software built for this project in a church context, and how my methods of prepar-

ing to lead music would change. This process has taught me a lot not only for this

project, but also for the way I lead music in church.

2.3.2 Scope

The scope of this research was flexible. At the core, British churches, especially

those that could use IT, were covered. Research was to be based on as many

different types of churches as was possible within the constraints and scope of this

project. While many sources cover a wider area (for example, churches in the

USA), many principles and trends can be applied to British churches.

The definition of ‘Church’ given in appendix B also includes other Christian

institutions (such as festivals, education institutes and umbrella organisations), so

these other institutions were also targeted in the research. For example, question-

naires were sent to students at a theological college and a company offering music

tuition for church musicians.

From the start, a decision was made to do research on a wide range of people

involved, or not involved, with IT in churches. This would then include those that

develop IT for use in churches, those that use IT in churches, and those that just

see its effects. While users of IT in churches were the easiest to survey (and were

more knowledgeable about the state of church IT), some research was also done

into why IT is not used by some people or churches. This would help to provide a

wider understanding of the attitudes towards the use of IT in churches.

2.3.3 Questionnaire design

The questionnaires were designed around the aims listed in section 2.2. The specific

goals were:

• Investigate the uses of, attitudes to, and the quality of, IT in churches.
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• Investigate any further desired uses of IT in church where it is not yet used.

• Specifically investigate issues that will affect the development of this project’s

software component. (e.g. desired features)

The questionnaire could only investigate the ‘extent’ of IT use within the sam-

ple surveyed. For this reason, the sample would need to be as representative as

possible. This was a recognised problem with the questionnaires, as most respon-

dents were expected (and proved) to be from churches similar to my own. Efforts

were made to target church types more likely to go otherwise unrepresented, such

as more traditional churches, or those with an older average age.

The questionnaire was designed to limit bias as much as possible. For example,

a mix of positive and negative questions were given so that a respondent would

have to think about their answer, rather than just ticking ‘agree’ or the most

stereotypical answer.

The questionnaire was designed with a view to its analysis. For example,

questions with categories for answers would be easier than those with open–ended

text boxes. However, open ended questions would allow a much larger range of

answers, beyond what I might expect. The allowed answer style was then chosen

by what was appropriate for each individual question. When categories were given,

an ‘other – please specify:’ option was often provided, with a text box to allow

anything beyond what I had anticipated. In designing the questionnaire, The

Survey System’s tutorial (Zucker 2006) was very useful.

On reviewing the initial draft version, questions were re–ordered so that the

questionnaire began with less threatening, more prescriptive questions. This al-

lows respondents to feel more confident as they go through the questionnaire, and

hopefully then they will have more ideas of things to say by the stage where the

open–ended questions come.

Please see the next chapter for an evaluation of the sample and the question-

naire in general. See appendix C for a copy of the printed questionnaire. An online

version was also produced (hosted at www.esurveyspro.com). This was designed

to be as similar to the paper version so the two versions could be analysed as one.
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Chapter 3

Research results

This chapter shall present the findings of the research into the extent & quality,

attitudes and potential use of IT in the contemporary Church (which were the aims

listed in section 2.2). The observations in this chapter are drawn from literature,

the questionnaires, as well as from my own experience. Throughout this report,

‘literature’ includes both online and offline sources.

Most literature on the subject of IT and the church discusses what role, if any,

technology should have in churches, and how it could be implemented. On the

whole, the debate has shifted over the last decade from whether IT should be used

or not, to how it should be used.

See appendix D for detailed results of the questionnaire survey.

3.1 Extent and quality of the use of IT in the

Church

3.1.1 From the literature

There appear to be three main uses for IT in the Church currently: presentation,

multimedia and communication (of information). Presentation encompasses dis-

playing liturgy (especially song words), sermon points or notices in church services.

By the term ‘multimedia’, I refer to all other uses of audio, video, or other ‘media’

that is produced through IT. For example, these may be used to add to the wor-

ship experience (perhaps with images behind song words), to show video clips (of

events, or as part of sermons amongst other things), or to record parts of meetings.

IT is used by some churches and other Christian institutions to resource other
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churches. There are many websites that make images, videos, presentation tem-

plates and MIDI files available. Christian Copyright Licensing International (CCLI)

offers copyright licensing and other resources, specifically tailored for both Chris-

tian artists and churches. However, many churches or their members are unsure of

all the copyright issues involved in their use of IT (Sheppard 2002).

A theme running through many newer books from key figures is that technology

must only be used wisely. Schultze (2005, p.45) advocates that churches should

carefully ‘discern how, when, where and why to use a particular technology appro-

priately in worship’. Since some churches have adopted IT without much external

guidance, Schultze has written several books to help churches understand how to

best use IT (see the bibliography). This shows that there is a substantial number

of churches using IT, but not necessarily to a high standard.

Jewell (2004) and Sheppard both recommend that some churches even appoint

a specific technology minister or team to ensure that IT is used in a way that

fits with a church’s own theology and style, under the authority of the church

leadership. Many churches are adopting technology, or seeing its potential, but

often it is poorly applied to church activities. In Jewell’s words, ‘Technology

without theology is a tragedy for the church’.

Several surveys have been conducted on the use of IT in American churches,

notably by the PEW Internet & American Life Project (Hoover, Schofield Clark &

Rainie 2004) and the Calvin Institute (Koster 2003). Here are some key findings:

• 46% of churches surveyed by the Calvin Institute (in 2003) used computer–

based projector technology (e.g. Powerpoint) weekly. 41% of the surveyed

churches expected to increase their use of this technology.

• Projectors were primarily used to encourage participation (over 79%), convey

information (over 59%) or to create an environment (more than 55%).

• 83% of churches surveyed by the PEW project (in 2001) believe their Internet

usage has aided congregational life.

It is clear that there are cases where IT is used well, and these will often be

quickly copied, or at least recognised, by other churches. The Methodist Church re-

ceived a report in 2001 entitled Information Technology and the Methodist Church,

which defined an IT strategy. IT projects in a large range of churches were evalu-

ated (Kitchin & Wareing 2005), including:
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• Producing multimedia (still images, video, music) for use in worship or out-

reach via a data projector.

• Communication with young people, either within or on the fringes of, estab-

lished church youth groups, by SMS.

• Connecting people together across large regions over the internet.

• Creating ‘professional’ video footage as part of community outreach.

• Giving basic computer skills training to those in the community without easy

access to computers.

• Church websites – including news, information about the church, advertising

events and online discussion boards.

• Ambitious upgrades of all electronic technology in a church building – for

example, installing plasma screens outside the main hall.

• Trying alternate configurations for times of corporate worship – using CD or

MIDI music players, video projectors, presentations, etc.

It is clear from this that IT is being applied to a good range of situations in some

churches. These examples are a good representation of the most common uses of

IT in British churches. Not all of the above projects were successful though. Often,

IT is being introduced for its own sake, or simply to appear more attractive. As

in any other area, IT is best used by churches when applied to specific problems.

Multimedia is used in worship to be more accessible and engaging for young

people. Song words and notices are projected onto screens for two main reasons:

to free people from individual hymn books; and often hymn books are too small

to read for members of the congregation with poorer eyesight.

Websites have become a common way for churches to be found by new people,

and often provide access to helpful resources for existing church members.

3.1.2 From the questionnaires

Many of the themes revealed through the literature survey were confirmed by my

own questionnaire survey. Admittedly, the results of the survey focus on the more

modern & progressive churches so the results must be taken in the context of the
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literature. While this questionnaire survey does not claim to be fully representative

of the British Church, it provides a snapshot of what many progressive churches

are doing with IT, how well the IT is being used, and what the attitudes of various

churches are towards IT.

Figure 3.1: In which of the following areas is IT used in your church? With the ratings
of the quality of each use of IT.

Figure 3.1 shows the quality and extent of IT use across different areas in

respondents’ churches. Unsurprisingly, IT is used most in areas where respondents

believe it is used best. Respondents feel most use of IT is at least ‘okay’, with

only 8% believing IT is used poorly or worse in any area. For a more detailed

breakdown of areas that IT is used in, see table D.3.

IT use in worship is a slight exception as even though 71% of respondents think

the use is good or very good, IT is used more for sermons/talks and notices when

neither is used so well. This may be partly due to IT being easier to use in these

areas (as IT is already used a lot for these sorts of things outside of the church

context), but it is harder to find ways to use IT in worship. This strengthens the

idea of building a program to aid in leading music as part of this project, as the

questionnaire results show that IT is currently used less, but can be done well once

a need has been identified.

The opinions summarised in figure 3.2 show that in general, IT usage in re-
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Figure 3.2: Descriptions of the current use of IT according to those surveyed

spondents’ churches is seen as useful, helpful, attractive and up to date. However,

although this graph suggests that IT use is not distracting or over–used, many

responses to later questions repeated the concern that church IT usage can be dis-

tracting (especially when things go wrong, as they invariably do), and people can

become dependent on it.

However, this apparent contradiction could be because while users know that

IT can be distracting, or relied on, this is not the case in their churches. This is

encouraging if true as it shows some awareness of the problems IT can bring, and

that these problems are being avoided.

By investigating the results of the questionnaire in more detail, some interesting

trends appear. Respondents from churches in both the smallest towns and the

cities were less sure that their church IT was up to date. Yet respondents from

medium–sized towns were more sure that their church IT was up to date.

This could be because churches in the smallest towns have less resources &

possibly less pressure to adopt IT, so use old systems, while in churches in the

largest towns/cities, the church members are more aware of what constitutes ‘up
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to date IT’, so have higher standards. More respondents in smaller towns also said

that the IT in their churches was refreshing – reinforcing the idea that they might

have lower standards for IT.

3.2 Attitudes to the use of IT in the Church

3.2.1 From the literature

Much of the literature on the subject of IT and the Church has been written either

to address problems in the way it is (or is not) used, or to address the attitudes in

churches towards the use of IT.

Some arguments are made for or against the use of IT in churches, with a näıve

assumption that IT may be inherently good or bad. Many churches perceive that

they are seen as old–fashioned (often correctly!), so assume that IT will improve

their image. While this may be true to an extent, IT will not automatically help

a church. It must be applied sensitively to identified problems.

Sometimes there can be a kind of ‘blind faith’ in the ability of IT to improve

situations. Almost two decades ago, David Trammel wrote of the ‘infinite new

possibilities for ministry & outreach’ (1990, p.18). Although David Lochhead

(1988) and a few other writers were trying to persuade churches of the need for

wisdom in the use of technology in churches at that time, the likes of Quentin

Schultze (2005) are still calling for the same thing years later.

There is a worrying trend amongst some churches, where IT is seen as a ne-

cessity for successful ministry. For example, some see websites as a ‘missional

imperative for all churches’ (Jewell 2004, p.34). But if churches have survived

historical changes for centuries, they can probably cope without a website! Jewell

claims that digital technologies have ‘nothing to do with the explosive growth...

or decline’ of churches in Latin America. While expectations for British churches

may be different, there is ‘a strong lesson that growth of the church is based on

something more than adding technology’.

On the other hand, there are still churches that see IT as being inherently bad.

This can come from a confusion over the role of technology. Schultze believes that

technology ‘tends to create human hearts & minds bent on control’ (2005, p.23),

when worship should instead place the focus on the divine. While it is true that

the focus of worship and technology is different, IT can be made to serve humans in
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their worship – in a similar way that music technology has aided corporate worship

in many religions for millennia.

There appears to be a fear of new methods in some churches. It can be over–

analysed so that excuses are found not to use it. Murphy’s article (2006) is an

example of this. Although some very good questions are raised, it appears that

presentations in worship have improved worship in many churches. Balance is

needed in the arguments about the use of IT in churches, beyond what is often an

irrational fear of, or faith in, technology.

There appears to be a lack of awareness of the possibilities of using IT in some

churches. Many books are still being written to persuade churches of the benefits

of using IT. Churches now have access to much greater experience of the benefits

and practical problems of using IT, but not all are giving proper thought to how

IT could be used. This may be due to a lack of resources or commitment to IT.

Perhaps more troubling is the lack of awareness of the dangers of using IT.

Firstly, churches may not realise the long–term financial costs of maintaining and

running IT. Secondly, it appears that many churches are upsetting their traditional

liturgies or authority structures in the way they use IT. IT use is not always

placed under the authority of church leaders, which is a cause for concern when

it contributes to the church’s public image (e.g. a website). Schultze tells of an

example when a full–time pastor was made redundant because they could not

afford to pay him after buying a high–end presentation system.

While there are undoubtedly plenty of churches now making good use of IT,

even those using it well would do well to better understand its role and priority.

In the above example, the church had made the technology a higher priority than

its leadership. Some churches now rely on IT. Dave Holden, pastor of a London

church and one of the leaders of ‘newfrontiers’, a group of new churches, has called

for a return to the true priorities of the church: “I just don’t think it [technology]

is as important as some people think it is... What’s really important is these few

people, whoever they may be, are genuinely encountering God.” (2007)

Often IT is simply dismissed by churches as impractical. This may be because it

is viewed as too expensive, even when it could provide long–term savings. However,

this is still a very important (and valid) factor for many churches. There may also

be a lack of people within churches willing or able to set up, maintain and run

systems.

The perception that IT can be complicated or even mysterious, only for an
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elite group of churches is common. This leads many church leaders to dismiss the

idea of using IT, at least until someone in their church decides to bring IT into the

church themselves.

3.2.2 From the questionnaires

We can see from figure 3.3 that the majority of churches of those surveyed are

positive (63%), or even very positive (18%) towards the use of IT.

Figure 3.3: General attitudes of respondents’ churches towards the use of IT?

Figure 3.2 shows some of the more specific beliefs of church attendees about IT

in their churches. It is interesting to see that 91% of respondents did not agree that

IT usage is unnecessary. Taking these responses in context with later answers, it is

worth noting that it is only a minority that believe IT is complicated or over–used,

which are two problems frequently mentioned elsewhere in the survey.

The most common reasons for using IT that respondents have encountered

were: IT is better than previous methods (75%), it will make things easier/simpler

(73%), it is attractive to outsiders (67%) as well as for church members (61%).

The most common arguments against using IT in church were: it is too expensive

(46%) and too much of a technical challenge (44%).

Somewhat surprisingly, 17% of respondents said they had not seen any oppo-

sition to the use of IT in churches. This confirms the concern of Schultze amongst

others that IT is not always used wisely – some churches perhaps need to under-

stand more of the drawbacks of IT before adopting it.

Only a few respondents mentioned that IT can actually reduce costs or save

time, and only 35% of respondents gave ‘frees up resources/people’ as a reason

for using IT. According to the survey, churches in smaller towns do see IT as an
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opportunity to include other people though – possibly because they can involve

younger people by training them to operate systems, compensating for the lack of

people that are skilled in IT in small town churches.

Several responses mentioned that because not everyone has, or can afford, ac-

cess to computers, churches can risk isolating some of their congregation by using

IT. Some feel that IT is only for a ‘select elite few’. Jewell said that ‘the only

real measure of the success of technology is its ability enhance the quality of com-

munity’ (2004, p.23). So if the IT is creating divisions or resentment in churches,

perhaps those churches are actually too positive towards IT.

On the other hand, some respondents’ churches do not use IT so much, or so

well, due to apathy or because they feel it is impersonal.

A lot of ideas of how IT could be further used in their churches were suggested

in responses, which shows an awareness of IT’s potential. See section 3.3 for more

details on this. There seems to be a good understanding of the benefits that IT

can bring, probably due to the ever–increasing use of IT in life generally. However,

there is not always such a good awareness of its drawbacks.

3.3 Potential further uses of IT in the Church

3.3.1 From the literature

Since most of the literature available includes case studies of good IT use, many

churches could see these examples as potential uses that they could embrace. Every

church implements IT in their own way, as there is no universal solution (nor should

there be). But churches can certainly learn from each other in using IT in new or

innovative ways.

Church websites often leave a lot to be desired, but there are some with fea-

tures that have proven to be successful, which others could adopt. Some churches

broadcast services live over the internet for members that cannot attend, or make

recordings of sermons available as podcasts. This may become more popular as

tapes and CDs are used less by church members.

Rather than increasing use of IT, in some churches it may be necessary to

simplify, consolidate, or even abandon specific applications of IT that are not

succeeding, or do not fit well with the liturgy or congregation.

Churches could look to examples of IT use outside the church context. For
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example, churches might be involved in children’s education, or social work. In

both cases, the church could look at secular uses of IT in these areas. At the same

time, churches should not be afraid to be innovative with technology, finding their

own novel applications.

While each church will have a different experience with every use of IT, I suspect

that certain uses of IT will be dropped while others will be picked up more often.

This could eventually mean most churches use IT for similar purposes – in the

same way that while every church has developed a slightly different liturgy, there

are still common elements. We have already seen the start of this process, as song

words are projected onto screens in an increasing number of churches, while online

evangelism (sharing faith) is now less common than it used to be.

3.3.2 From the questionnaires

Both the questionnaire survey and wider literature on the subject of IT in churches

recommend that technology should be used better and more wisely, and adapted

slowly for the church context, before use of IT is increased.

A few responses to the questionnaire suggested that the problems of the con-

temporary churches are not ones that can be fixed by IT, and that the church

should focus on its message rather than how that message might be delivered.

This is more important for a church than finding ways to use IT, but is well be-

yond the scope of this project. In other cases, respondents believed more more

training in operating technology is needed before IT use can increase.

There were a few novel uses of IT suggested. Several respondents saw the

potential of IT for allowing resources to be shared online across a church, parish

or network of churches – for example, sheet music or team rotas – providing that

security and access rights could be implemented. Many ideas revolved around

websites, particularly in making them more helpful for both church members and

visitors. Suggestions included online discussion forums, making sermons available

to download as MP3s or podcasts.

Some of these ideas already mentioned have already been implemented by some

churches. A lot of the responses about further IT use showed awareness of what

was being done well in other churches rather than suggesting completely new ideas.

There were several ideas for areas where IT is currently being least used, or

used least well, in churches. Outreach, children’s work and small groups are some

examples which respondents believed could benefit from IT, for example, planning
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tools could be developed to help in organising small groups which meet outside

main church services. Administration is an area where IT is already being used a

lot, but many respondents believed it could be used more. Several respondents said

that their churches were considering using databases (e.g. to track membership).

A common need for IT in many areas of church life according to the survey

is in how people communicate. Leaders (including lead worshippers) or other key

people (projector operators, sound technicians, etc.) need to communicate during

a service and IT could facilitate this.

Finally, one of the areas that was mentioned most frequently for further IT uses,

is worship. While many churches already display song words and other liturgy on

screens, there are still many churches that see it as something they could do but do

not yet. Others said that the presentations could improve, perhaps using profes-

sional programs specifically designed for churches (rather than generic presentation

programs). See section 3.4 for a review of such programs.

Again, communication was mentioned in this area as a problem that IT could

be applied to. The lead worshipper, the musicians, leaders in the service and

technicians often need to communicate during a service. There does not seem

to be any appropriate common solution yet, so this could be the next area that

requires most development over the next few years.

Some churches are beginning to use IT in special ‘alternate worship’ services,

and several respondents thought their churches could do something similar. Often

these services will include audiovisual elements and presentations as part of the

worship alongside, or perhaps instead of, corporate singing.

Since music (which is usually part of the worship in a church) is the area

that this project focuses on for the software development part, the questionnaires

deliberately delved deeper into how IT could be (better) used in this area. It asked

what features would be most important in an aid for leading music in a church.

See figure 3.4 for the results.

The features considered most important, as expected, were displaying song

lyrics, a search facility, and simplicity. However, I was surprised that key detec-

tion and theme recognition were considered to be least important, as these are two

features that I myself would find most helpful. Interestingly, while 74% of respon-

dents said that operating speed was at least important, only 48% said that memory

usage was important. This means that in designing my software aid, speed should

be prioritised over memory usage.
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Figure 3.4: How important would the following features of such a software aid [for
leading music] be to you?

*Most frequently mentioned applications to integrate with: Microsoft PowerPoint
and other Office applications, SongPro.

Other important and interesting features suggested by respondents included:

audio previews of songs, instrument & song arrangements, remote access, display-

ing other texts (such as Bible verses), ease of adding songs or upgrading, a tutorial,

hardware that would fit on a music stand, being cross–platform and open source.

3.4 Software investigation

3.4.1 Software used for tasks specific to churches

Microsoft’s PowerPoint is used by many churches to display song words, readings,

sermon points, notices and images. Its versatility and familiarity means that it is

often the first piece of software that churches try out. In the questionnaires, several

people mentioned that it is not the easy to use, or most suitable. Alternatives to

PowerPoint include SongPro, EasyWorship, and Prologue Sunday Plus.

Some churches use programs like Visual Liturgy, HymnQuest and SongSelect for

planning services. Visual Liturgy is used by more than 4,500 Church of England

parishes (BBC News 2006). It focuses on putting together hymns, liturgy and
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readings to build services, allowing service sheets and rotas to be printed.

There are many more programs available for churches to use, but this demon-

strates some of the best and most popular software solutions for the church context.

It is difficult to quantify the use of these programs.

3.4.2 Software to solve the problems listed in section 5.2.1

Song organisation software and searching for songs

HymnQuest and SongSelect allow users to search huge databases of songs. SongS-

elect is produced by CCLI and provides many very useful tools, including a kind of

thematic searching. Some of the alternatives to PowerPoint come pre-loaded with

song databases.

There appear to be very few tools designed for musicians or lead worshippers

to use during a service, that could replace the cumbersome system of physical

songbooks that many still use. This suggests that the software developed in this

project would be filling a gap in the range of software tools.

WorshipSession is one of the few exceptions. It is another presentation program,

but is unique in using a foot pedal for some operations. This allows musicians to

operate the display whilst playing an instrument.

qSong is an open source song management tool. It could replace songbooks,

although it is not really designed for use duing a service.

Transposing

Musicians could use SongSheet, Asaph or SongSelect before a meeting to transpose

and then print songs. SongSelect can transpose sheet music too.

Building and saving setlists

SongSelect will help in building setlists, especially with its powerful search tool.

The website www.hemustincrease.com allows members to upload and share setlists.

Sharing songs online

Some churches share resources, including songs, on their websites. If musicians

in a church band all choose to use of the programs to organise their songs, their

databases could be easily synchronised.
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Improving communication during a meeting

As seen from the questionnaire responses, there is a need for software solutions for

this, but there don’t seem to be any yet.

3.5 Conclusion & evaluation

The literature survey raised some interesting points and went some way to uncov-

ering the quality of, and attitudes towards, IT use in churches. The questionnaires

provide a good snapshot of how IT is used and seen in some churches.

Many lessons have been learnt, notably that IT should be applied to solve

problems, rather than for its own sake; and that IT must be used wisely in churches.

It is encouraging to see that many churches are adapting IT successfully to their

needs.

From the questionnaires, we can see that most people were positive towards the

use of IT in churches. I would suggest that attitudes towards IT in churches reflect

the attitudes in wider society towards IT. While many appreciate it will be helpful,

there is not always a good understanding of its potential benefits, drawbacks or

consequences.

The results of the questionnaires are not fully representative of the whole British

Church. This is a rather big limitation on the results, but there is still a relatively

good mix of church types represented. The make-up of the respondents is perhaps

more indicative of the types of church that are more likely to use IT. It would

certainly be worth surveying a more representative sample of churches, especially

those with more negative attitudes towards IT.

Bias may have been introduced by the kinds of people contacted for the survey,

since people were deliberately targeted for their awareness of the issues surrounding

church IT usage.

For proposals of further work, see section 7.3.
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Chapter 4

Connecting the research and

software

This project has both research and software parts, but the two should not be

seen as isolated halves. Rather, the software is developed within the context of the

research, keeping in mind the lessons for church IT uncovered through the research.

The research influenced the design of PSALM, which in turn directed some of the

research.

PSALM should be seen as an example of how IT can be used in a church.

Developing a software aid for music in a church is especially appropriate, because

changes in music in many contemporary churches have coincided with the rise in

availability of IT over the last decades. A new generation of church musicians

brought up with IT has ‘sought to bring exciting new instruments, sounds and

technology into the worship experience’ (Young 2004, p.3).

4.1 Influence of the research side on the software

development

The research showed that IT needs to be wisely used in churches, and applied

to specific problems. So problems were identified for PSALM to solve, which are

listed in section 5.2.1. PSALM is intended to be a replacement for songbooks, not

a tool to direct the order of a church service. So wise use is encouraged.

The recommendation function has potential to be used unwisely, so it was

deliberately designed for use before a service (for example, the text is smaller, and
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the interface needs much more interaction than the main display).

The questionnaire results show that simplicity and operating speed are two

very important factors (figure 3.4), so they were prioritised in designing PSALM.

This meant that memory requirements were sometimes sacrificed. For example,

the whole XML database is copied into internal data structures for faster access,

even if this requires more memory.

Although key detection had been hoped to form part of the project, respondents

to the questionnaires rated it as the least important feature, which helped to justify

abandoning it.

4.2 Influence of the software side in directing re-

search

The most obvious influence of the software was the section included in the ques-

tionnaire that focused on IT use for music and worship in churches. The answers

to questions about preferred features and conditions that would be placed on the

software were fed back into the software development process.

Since time on the project was split between the research and software sides,

time could not be fully devoted to either.

Issues that were apparent in, or more relevant to, developing PSALM were re-

searched in more detail. So a greater understanding of how IT is used in worship

was reached, which would aid in directing PSALM’s development. The investiga-

tion into existing software for churches went into more depth for software solutions

for leading music, since these would be the alternatives to PSALM. By doing this,

it was discovered that there are few tools designed to be used by musicians during

church services, so PSALM was intended to help fill this gap.
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Chapter 5

Software development

5.1 Introduction

A personal software aid for leading music – abbreviated to PSALM – in churches

was built as the second part of this project, within the context of the research

part of the project. The Psalms in the Bible are poems, or songs written by King

David, so the name is quite appropriate!

Throughout the research, the importance of using IT to solve problems and

only as an aid was highlighted. Users should not expect to use PSALM to ‘run’ a

service, or become dependent on it. However, musicians and lead worshippers will

find it to be a very useful aid for use during, and preparing for, church services.

There would be plenty of contact with this audience throughout the duration of

the project so any issues could be easily discussed.

This chapter outlines the definition, development and design of the software,

while the next chapter will outline and assess the final resulting state of PSALM.

5.2 Defining the software

5.2.1 Identified problems

Some of the main problems that these users might face, as identified in the project

specification document, are:

[P1] The system of songbooks is often difficult to organise. Annotations and added

songsheets make organisation even more difficult. Existing theme groupings

and indexes are not sufficient.
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[P2] Often only part of a song’s lyrics or chord progression can be recalled from

memory, but the rest of the song needs to be known to sing it.

[P3] Often a song may be wanted in a different key to the one in the songbook.

Transposing either involves more annotations, or mentally transposing while

playing, but mistakes are easily made by either method. If using a guitar a

capo greatly helps but this can still result in confusion.

[P4] Others in a meeting might start a song, however they often start in an un-

recognised key. The key must be known for instruments to accompany cor-

rectly, but it is difficult to ascertain which it is.

[P5] Setlists of songs need to be chosen for church services. Finding and choosing

songs that fit desired criteria is difficult if there are many to choose from.

[P6] There is usually no organised record of songs that have previously been played

together. This information would be very helpful for recommending songs to

play in a setlist.

[P7] Musicians may need copies of a song to practise from before a service. There

may be differences between each individual’s own copy of the music. This

problem also extends to other areas in church life, where it might be useful

to share common resources online.

[P8] Communication between the lead worshipper and others in a meeting (for

example, the operator of the overhead projector used for projecting lyrics

for the congregation to see) can be physically difficult whilst singing and/or

playing an instrument.

Not all of these problems would be able to be solved by software developed for

this project. The next section presents the goals that will enable solutions to be

reached for some of these problems.

5.2.2 Aims & objectives

PSALM shall focus on the following general aims, each of which are broken down

into smaller objectives. The aims were chosen to focus the software development

on solving the problems listed in the previous section that would be appropriate

for a replacement for songbooks.
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These are the core aims and objectives. There were many more optional parts

which were only intended to be done in the (unlikely) case that the project was

running ahead of schedule. For some of these, see the section on further work. The

problems that each aim is designed to solve are written in 〈angled brackets〉.

[A1] Develop a new song organisation system to replace the songbook system.

〈P1, P2〉

[O1.1] Create an organised, well structured database system that can be ef-

ficiently searched by certain criteria (e.g. lyrics, chords, themes). It

must perform well enough to be used in the middle of a time of worship

without causing unnecessary delays or distractions.

[O1.2] Develop a GUI that is at least as clear as the songbooks. HCI (Human–

computer interaction) issues must be carefully addressed.

[O1.3] Build a function to recognise the theme(s) of a song automatically from

the lyrics.

[A2] Enable easy key transposition. 〈P3〉

[O2.1] Ability to choose and display transposed chords and/or chords for a

capo.

[A3] Investigate solutions that use IT to recognise what key spontaneous singing

may be in. 〈P4〉

[O3.1] Investigate as far as is possible how to recognise a key from a recording

or live feed of sound from an instrument or human voice. This aim

and its related objective were not expected to be completed, but an

understanding of the difficulties involved and some possible solutions

were desired. Time and difficulty were the constraints on how far this

could be investigated.

[A4] Include a function to recommend songs for a setlist, based on theme, musical

suitability, setlist history, etc. 〈P5, 6〉

[O4.1] Design and implement such a function.

The investigation into key recognition problems and solutions was conducted

in parallel to the core of the software development (which was also done in parallel

with the main research side of the project). This is covered later in section 5.7.
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5.3 Project Management

5.3.1 Development process

For a substantial project such as this, it was necessary to adopt a clear software

development process that would ensure a framework was in place to keep the

project on schedule. There were several options, each with their own advantages

and disadvantages (Dawson 2005).

Classical waterfall model

This rigid model would have given an organised structure to the project, but

problems could become bigger as each stage moves on. This would be especially

true if the requirements were not clear or well understood. This approach was not

considered to be flexible enough, especially since the research should be able to

influence development.

Prototyping

Prototypes would help ensure motivation throughout the course of the project, help

in identify and fix problems, and allow alternatives to be tested. But time would

be a precious commodity in this project, so this process was deemed unsuitable.

However, a prototype was built anyway before the first increment.

Incremental model

This involves building a series of versions of the software, each increment adding to

the previous one. The stages of analysis, design, build, test and deploy are needed

for each increment. As this project can be broken down into distinct functionality,

each main function could form the basis of an increment. This approach helps

with sustaining motivation as a working product will be available from early on.

It is flexible enough to introduce changes due to the research part of the project.

Potential users of the system can test increments, so issues can be easily dealt

with in succeeding increments. But effort spent on tasks such as testing could be

duplicated with each increment.
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Process chosen

The incremental approach was chosen for its flexibility in allowing changes mid–

way through development (which would be likely because of the influence of the

research) and for its suitability to PSALM’s structure. Although using this devel-

opment process did indeed mean some efforts were duplicated, the motivation of

releasing each increment really helped to keep the project from falling behind too

much.

For the deployment stage of each increment’s development, PSALM would be

posted on the project blog for potential users to evaluate. This helped to uncover

some bugs and problems with PSALM that were not found during standard testing.

It also allowed users to provide feedback during PSALM’s development.

The original long–term plan for the increments was as follows:

• Increment 1: Develop the song organisation system (database) in a way

that will allow the coming features to be added. A tentative graphical user

interface (GUI) would be built, that could display the songs with chords

correctly positioned.

• Increment 2: Add theme recognition, and facility for searching lyrics, themes,

song information (author, date, titles).

• Increment 3: Develop the GUI properly, add transposition ability (including

for capo).

• Increment 4: Add setlist/song recommendation tool. This is likely to be the

‘final’ release, so fix any outstanding issues.

This plan was a very helpful structure for keeping the software development on

track, although the actual development differed slightly.

5.3.2 Scheduling

A weekly timetable was drawn up from the beginning of the project as a rough

guide. Extra space was included towards the end of the timetable, as delays and

difficulties were expected. See figure 5.1 for a Gantt chart showing how the project

work was originally scheduled.
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The increments themselves changed somewhat so the increment milestone dates

differed quite a bit to the intended schedule. The main difference was that incre-

ments two and three were merged together, with less work required on the trans-

position function. Work on the first increment started a few weeks late, and was

only completed by the start of January. Basic transposition and search functions

were included in this first release, so that the third increment could be abandoned.

Development on the merged second and third increments ran through January

and February, with early work on the setlist building tool included with this in-

crement. Had work been more disciplined in keeping to schedule, the pressure

that built up by the end could have been avoided. However, the final version was

ready in time for the presentation. Work on the report, research, PSALM and the

presentation had been scheduled to be all done in parallel in February and early

March, which was an unrealistic expectation.

Having a flexible timetable helped to ensure pressure did not become over-

whelming, but certainly enough to sustain motivation and good progress on the

project. Regular meetings with the project supervisor, who acted as a project

manager, were a great help in keeping the project to schedule.

Recognising early on that delays would inevitably occur, and preparing for this

with added time in the timetable of planned work, ensured that the project’s goals

could be accomplished in time.

5.3.3 Resources and tools used

PSALM was built with Java, using the NetBeans development environment. Visual

Basic had been considered, but there was easier and wider access to Java. This

meant PSALM could be used by users with different operating systems, which had

been requested through the questionnaire survey. NetBeans was a very useful aid

in building the GUI and testing PSALM. The GUI itself uses mostly Java Swing

components.

XML was used for the database, which contains songs and themes. The hierar-

chical nature of XML lends itself well to storing songs and themes. See section 6.3.3

for more details on the database.

After initially planning to use an SQL database, the decision was made to

abandon SQL early on and build a custom XML parser. The average user of this

software would not want, or may not even be able, to set up a complete relational

database management system. A plain text database like XML allows easier inte-
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gration with other programs used by churches. The ability of a RDBMS to manage

and validate the database might be useful, but not necessary for PSALM.

Despite the successful completion of a custom XML parser, a new XML parser

was built using SAX (Simple API for XML). The Document Object Model (DOM)

parsing interface would have been a simpler alternative, but SAX is faster and

does not keep the representation of the parsed XML in memory. SAX allows the

PSALM database file to be read just once, and then data is stored in PSALM’s

own purpose–built data structures for songs and themes.

Use of UML was limited, as it was felt that less formal methods would be more

appropriate. Since NetBeans produces a large number of attributes and methods

automatically for the GUI, UML diagrams would be very complex. See figure 6.5

for an example.

A blog was written at blogs.warwick.ac.uk/church-it to keep track of

progress throughout the project. Interested people provided feedback and sug-

gestions through the blog. Intermediate software releases, documentation, the

questionnaire and advice on using PSALM were made available on this blog. See

figure 5.2 for a screenshot.

5.3.4 Plan for verification, validation & testing

Most testing was done during and after the coding of each increment. Each incre-

ment was verified against its specification after completion. If at this point issues

were discovered, they could either be fixed immediately, or fixed as part of the

development on the next increment of PSALM.

Almost all testing was ‘black–box’ testing, since the program code was known

and understood. But by making each PSALM increment available for download

on the project blog, some ‘white–box’ testing was done informally. For example,

someone commented on the blog that PSALM was not displaying chords correctly

for them. This was because the font being used could not be accessed by that user’s

system. The font was then included with distributions from that point on so that

users could install the font, and a default monospaced font used when necessary.

The research part of the project helped with validating PSALM against users’

desires, as features were rated by respondents (see figure 3.4) and other existing

software had already been investigated. PSALM was also evaluated for its usability

and suitability for the church context throughout every stage of its development.

A mixture of testing methods were used. Methods were mostly built one at
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the project blog

a time, with each undergoing unit tests before work on the next begun. Most

testing was done with PSALM’s modules running fully integrated through the

NetBeans debugging environment, which meant integration tests were done at

every stage. Interactions between modules were tested specifically. After each

coding each increment seemed complete, system tests were conducted. This

usually meant more coding was needed to fix problems.

As PSALM was developed with an incremental process, with changes constantly

being introduced to the system, regression testing should have been a priority.

However, this was not performed rigorously enough, especially at the earlier stages.

For example, transposition became erratic after changes to the database parser. If

regression tests had been stricter, this problem (and its cause) would have been

identified earlier.
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5.3.5 Risk management

Using NetBeans introduced some risk, as it compiled and organised software code

in a way that would have been difficult to replicate on systems without NetBeans.

It was decided that the advantages of using NetBeans were worth the risk.

To minimise the risk of time delays, the initial timetable had included some

slack towards the end. Delays did indeed occur, but although this created some

time pressure, official deadlines were all met.

Physical backups and backups using a subversion repository were made regu-

larly.

The following sections will cover the development and evolution of PSALM through

each increment. Any features or designs introduced that remained through to the

final version will be discussed in the next chapter.

5.4 Increment 1

This first increment was intended to lay the foundations of the song database and

graphical user interface. Many changes were expected to be made before the final

increment.

A prototype with a basic GUI and song database was built, which allowed the

database design and parser to be tried with a graphical front–end for the user to

interact with the database through. See figure 5.3 for a screenshot.

5.4.1 Increment 1: Requirements

These were the requirements for the first increment, chosen to achieve objective

O1.1:

• Store songs as lyrics together with chords.

– The database should be capable of holding up to at least 300 songs.

– The database must allow songs to be added, modified and retrieved for

display.

– The database should be searchable on song titles and lyrics.
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the prototype version of PSALM

Figure 5.4: The abstract parts of PSALM. This diagram is a ‘tidied–up’ version of the
paper design for increment one. Each block is a part, and the connecting lines (with
labels) show the relationships between them. The subpoints below the main blocks are
the important subparts or functions of those parts.
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– Searches should not last more than a few seconds.

– Chords must be marked specially to enable transposition functionality

in future.

• Display songs (retrieved from the database) as lyrics together with chords

– Chords should be displayed in the correct place, in a similar format to

a songbook (see figure B.1. Chord letters may be placed above a word,

or above a gap before a word, or above a gap after a word.

– Text must be at least as clear and readable as the text in a songbook.

5.4.2 Increment 1: Design and implementation

The design of the first increment needed to provide a firm but flexible foundation

for development to continue on. For this reason, the parts of PSALM were designed

in a fairly abstract way.

Creating formal UML designs at the start would also have taken a dispropor-

tionate amount of time at a stage when the design was expected to change sub-

stantially over the course of the project. As PSALM grew, UML class diagrams

would have become very unwieldy.

Figure 5.4 shows how PSALM’s main components relate to each other. Some

of the features that would be introduced in later increments have been included in

this diagram to ensure that they could be easily integrated once ready.

The GUI

While the graphical user interface was to be properly designed for the third incre-

ment, a basic interface was designed at this stage. A few mock screenshots (see

figures 5.5 and 5.6) were designed to try out some possible interfaces for PSALM.

Increment one did not have all the features of the mock screenshots, so the

interface actually created was closer to the prototype (figure 5.3), with a drop–

down box for transposition added. The interface consisted of two main windows

– the main display (implemented as the Display class) and a song editor (the

SongEditor class).

The biggest challenge with the GUI in this increment was displaying chords

correctly alongside lyrics. Chords were stored in the database in–line with the

lyrics, at the point they should be played, as in figure 5.8(a).
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Figure 5.5: The first mock screenshot of PSALM

Figure 5.6: A mock screenshot of PSALM with a better design than the previous
screenshot
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To be displayed correctly, each chord should be placed above the character it

precedes. This can be done using cascading style sheets (CSS) and HTML if each

chord is in a <div> tag, and moved above the lyric line by changing the position

and display attributes. This would produce a result that looks almost perfect

when rendered in a browser – see figure 5.8(b). However, there were no standard

Java Swing components that could handle the complex CSS code correctly, and

consistently on different operating systems.

To solve the problem, a Swing JEditorPane was used to display the songs, in

text/html mode. The songs were pre–processed by PSALM rather than during

rendering. Chords were first removed from the lyric line, and inserted into a new

line above each lyric line, with spaces used to shift chords above the correct words.

This is shown in figure 5.8(c). Notice that when the chords are quite close to each

other, it may be necessary to split the words apart to ensure clarity. In the final

version of PSALM, a hyphen is placed in the space where a word has been broken

apart in this way.

5.4.3 Increment 1: Testing

Everything that was tested on the first increment had to be tested again for the

final version of PSALM. This was one of the disadvantages of using the incremental

approach.

Some minor or less relevant problems were left outstanding to be solved in later

increments. For example, songs may have multiple values for fields such as titles

and authors, but at this stage it was more appropriate to restrict fields to one

value only.

5.5 Increment 2

The plan for the second increment had been to introduce theme recognition and

thematic searching, while in the third increment, the GUI would be properly de-

veloped and a transposition function added. Transposition had been added in the

first increment, so the third increment was merged into the second.
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Figure 5.7: Displaying chords and lyrics together

(a) Example of lyrics and chords stored in database

(b) Lyrics and chords rendered with HTML and CSS

(c) Pre–processed song with chords positioned above lyrics, taken from a screenshot
of PSALM (increment 1)
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5.5.1 Increment 2: Requirements

This increment would focus on completing objectives O1.2 and O1.3. The require-

ments were:

• Develop a GUI that is at least as clear as the songbooks. HCI (Human–

computer interaction) issues must be carefully addressed.

• Build a function to recognise the theme(s) of a song automatically from the

lyrics.

• Allow searches for songs of a certain theme (‘thematic searching’).

The requirements were clearly understood, but quite vague so did not have an

obvious solution. The definitions of themes and a ‘GUI that is at least as clear as

the songbooks’ were open to interpretation.

5.5.2 Increment 2: designing theme detection

Before developing this increment, it been expected that the song database could

be scanned during loading to see what each song was about. Although this can

be done by humans fairly easily by looking at commonly occurring, or important,

combinations of words, it is a complex task for a computer to analyse the semantic

content of a song’s text.

By researching existing methods of semantic analysis, Latent Semantic Analysis

(Deerwester et al.. 1990) was identified as a possible solution. Documents can be

grouped into collections that share common words, or concepts, by using LSA.

LSA could be used to identify similar songs, and group them into themes. LSA

identifies words with a high co–occurence across documents, and documents that

share a large number of terms, allowing groups (themes) containing documents

(songs) and terms (song words) to form.

Jose Quesada (2006) highlights the three main stages of LSA in a practical way.

First, the text is parsed to create a term–by–document matrix of frequencies of

words across a collection of documents, which will be very sparse (because most

words only occur a few times, in a few documents). In parsing, words are collected

from documents and possibly cut down to their root word (known as ‘stemming’).

For example, the words ‘programming’ and ‘programs’ may both be added to the

row representing the frequencies of the word ‘program’. A stop–list of words may
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be used to ignore commonly occurring words such as ‘the’ and ‘you’. Storing such

a sparse matrix would be very inefficient.

Secondly, this matrix undergoes singular–value decomposition (SVD) . If X is

a matrix where element (i, j) is the frequency of term i in document j, the singular

value decomposition of X takes the form:

X = UΣV T

• Where U and V are orthogonal matrices, i.e. UUT = I and V V T = I.

• Where Σ is a diagonal matrix, i.e. all elements except (x, y) are zero, where

x = y.

• There may be several possible decompositions that satisfy the above condi-

tions. This can be exploited in choosing a suitable dimensionality.

See Khademhosseini’s SVD tutorial for more detail (2002).

If the rows of matrix S are re–ordered by size, the smallest k rows can be

deleted as they are less important. Then the corresponding columns of U and V

can also be deleted to simplify the model:

X ′ = U ′Σ′V ′T

The choice of k will set the dimensionality of the final model. In less technical

terms, a representation is required that will ‘best represent’ the original data in

less dimensions. Yu et al. (2002) liken this to photographing an aquarium of fish.

The best photograph (a two–dimensional representation of three dimensions) will

include as many fish as possible, without any fish obscuring any other fish. So

SVD ‘flattens’ the sparse term–by–document matrix into a matrix of far fewer

dimensions, keeping the best possible representation of the original data.

The resulting matrix X ′ will no longer represent terms and documents, rather

concepts and groups of documents. This will reduce the problems of synonymy

(different words to describe the same thing) and polysemy (the same word to

describe different things).

Quesada does not recommend implementing SVD in a custom computer pro-

gram. Instead, he suggests that the existing programs should be used for this.
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This is a large obstacle to using LSA for song theme detection, since the existing

programs are not easy to integrate with PSALM.

The third stage is to use the vectors in the rows and columns of the resulting

matrix to compute similarities between documents (songs) or terms (song words).

This will involve a lot of mathematical computation, which Java is not particularly

suitable for. Although Matlab or something similar could be used, it was becoming

clear as the understanding of LSA grew that it is too complex for use in PSALM.

Whole projects could be devoted to LSA so it was deemed unsuitable.

The vague requirements of recognising, and searching for song themes had not

helped here. Since users can recognise the theme of a song for themselves quite

easily, this was not the main problem. The real problem to be solved was how songs

of a certain theme could be found. LSA groups songs into themes first rather than

deciding on themes and then finding the appropriate songs.

Some of the principles of LSA were used for the eventual solution. As LSA iden-

tifies (and gives appropriate weightings to) the most frequently occurring common

words, the theme objects were designed to be made up of component words, each

with weighting values. A term–by–document matrix had been created in a spread-

sheet to aid in understanding LSA, so this was used to build the example themes.

An example theme is given in table 5.1.

Note the following points about the example ‘Majesty’ theme:

• The component words are compared to each word of a song. To replicate the

‘stemming’ process, only the start of words are compared. So ‘majest’ will

match ‘majesty’ and ‘majestic’.

• Although suffixes are dealt with, prefixes may cause problems. This was left

unsolved. Themes have to have each prefixed version of a word manually

entered if needed – so ‘enthroned’ should be added to this example.

• The weightings reflect the importance of each word to the theme. This will

be subjective, whereas LSA would provide an objective statistical method of

deciding weightings.

5.5.3 Increment 2: Testing

Tests produced apparently successful results, as when searching for themes, most

of the returned songs would indeed be of the selected themes. This was a little
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Table 5.1: An example song theme: ‘Majesty’
Component word weighting
crown 0.6
king 1.0
majest 1.0
reign 0.7
throne 0.7

surprising for something that appears to be quite subjective.

Since themes can be quite subjective, testing the theme detection would have

been better if other people were involved to ensure themes were more accurate.

The system itself really needed to be tested independently of themes and songs,

or at least over as large a range as possible.

5.6 Increment 3

This was the final increment, which had been originally planned as a fourth incre-

ment. It focused on making song recommendations for a setlist.

5.6.1 Increment 3: Requirements

The goal of this increment was to complete the objectives of the last remaining aim,

A4. By doing this, all the core aims and objectives listed in section 5.2.2 would be

completed, thus solving the problems in section 5.2.1 that had been identified for

PSALM to address. The requirements laid out for this final increment were:

• Allow songs to be recommended (in order of suitability) for a setlist, either

to follow a selected song, or to start an empty setlist, according to various

criteria.

• The recommendation criteria should include: preferred theme(s), chords

shared with the song to follow (if a song is selected to follow), and setlist

history (e.g. songs that have been played after the songs in the setlist before

could be recommended).

• Add a song recommendation button for setlists.
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• Create a song recommendation interface, which would allow the combination

of criteria to be chosen and weighted, and for recommended songs to be

selected for adding to the setlist.

The final design and testing shall be discussed in the next chapter.

5.7 Key recognition

Aim 3 was to ‘investigate solutions that use IT to recognise what key spontaneous

singing may be in’. Originally, it had been hoped that developing a tool to recognise

the key of live singing through a microphone could form at least part of the core

of this project.

However, in talking to academics that deal with analysing audio, it was decided

that this would be too complex for a project of this size and level. Interestingly,

responses to the questionnaires used in the research side of this project said that key

detection was the least important of all the possible features of PSALM. Although

it would be very useful for many users (including myself), it became clear that key

detection should not be part of PSALM.

Instead, the existing solutions and difficulties in creating such solutions were

investigated.

5.7.1 The problem

In a church, songs would usually be started by the lead worshipper or other musi-

cians on the band, who would use their instruments to ensure songs are in certain

keys (see definition in appendix B). This means that others can play their in-

struments easily as everyone knows what chords to play, often with the aid of a

songbook (or software equivalent).

But sometimes people in the congregation might start a song spontaneously,

without musical accompaniment. The musicians will not normally know which

key the song has been started in, but will try to work the key out for themselves.

This often means wrong notes are played on a trial–and–error basis until the right

key is discovered. This will distract the congregation, who in turn may need the

musicians to quickly take over in leading the song.
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5.7.2 Difficulties in creating solutions

There is a finite number of keys so detecting of notes, chords, pitches or frequencies

in a recording should help identify which keys are most likely or unlikely.

However, as well as the complexity in analysing audio, the following challenges

are present:

• Attempting to analyse the signal in real–time is very difficult. Real–time

signals may also encounter problems that could be avoided with pre–recorded

signals.

• The sound wave produced from a human voice is a mix of frequencies, with

the most dominant frequencies not necessarily being of the pitch of the note

that we hear. Even sound from a piano is difficult to analyse, as the funda-

mental frequency (the underlying pitch, separated from other harmonics) is

not easy to identify digitally.

• While a single piano note will be difficult to analyse, a collection of piano

notes will introduce further noise. So a collection of voices will present further

challenges.

5.7.3 Existing solutions

An algorithm called [tONaRT] has been developed by zplane.development, which

detects the key of a wave sound file using statistical methods. A demo and API

documentation is available online. The demo correctly determined the key of a few

brief test recordings. Detection accuracy is claimed to be 80%. This algorithm is

used by the Mixed In Key commercial software product. It is not known whether

the algorithm can be applied to live audio to produce results in real-time.

Elaine Chew (2002) has proposed a Boundary Search Algorithm, which can

be adjusted to work in real-time. Its performance is ‘comparable’ to humans, so

in practise would need improving before it could be used. Chew and Ching-Hua

Chuan at the University of Southern California have produced several publications

based around the problem of detecting the key of music. Their research is ongoing

– see http://www-scf.usc.edu/~chinghuc/Site/Publications.html.
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Chapter 6

Software results & assessment

6.1 Introduction to PSALM

The software developed achieves all the core objectives of section 5.2.2. The main

window of PSALM has the following features (refer to figure 6.1):

1. Menubar – File menu allows song databases to be loaded and saved; Edit

menu allows songs (see figure 6.2) and themes (see figure 6.3) to be added,

modified or removed. The debug menu contains options for testing and is

password–protected.

2. Search box – The song database can be searched for song information (titles,

authors, dates), lyrics or themes. When the ‘Themes’ radio button is selected,

the search box is replaced by a drop–down box for choosing which theme to

search for. A standard text box is used for the other search types. By

default songs are returned that match each word (separated by a space), but

exact phrases in ”speech marks” can be matched and ‘OR’ searches are also

allowed.

3. Song/search list pane – All the songs available in the current database are

listed here. When a search is made, this list is replaced by the search results,

and the ‘Search’ button changes to a ‘Reset search’ button. Pressing the

‘Reset search’ button returns this pane to the list of all songs. Toggling the

‘Preview mode’ button allows songs that are selected in the song/search list

pane to be displayed in the song display pane (by default, only songs selected

in the setlist list pane will be displayed in the song display pane).
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Figure 6.1: The final version of PSALM’s main screen

4. Setlist pane – This includes the setlist list pane, buttons to select which song

should be displayed, and buttons to edit the playlist. The ‘Recommend’

button opens the song recommendation window (see figure 6.4).

5. Transposer – This drop–down box allows the user to choose which key the

currently displayed song should be transposed into.

6. Song display pane – Displays the song currently selected in the setlist list

pane (or if ‘Preview mode’ is toggled on, songs can be displayed from the

song/search list pane). Chords and lyrics are shown together as in a song-

book.
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PSALM’s song editor has the following features (refer to figure 6.2):

Figure 6.2: The final version of PSALM’s song editor

1. Song information fields for editing.

2. The ‘Instructions & example song’ tab gives instructions and pointers for the

user in how songs should be edited, with an example. The ‘Song editor’ tab
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is shown in figure 6.2, it includes buttons to test for errors, add alternative

titles and themes and the main editor pane. The ‘Error report’ tab gives a

detailed breakdown of any errors encountered when saving (or testing) the

edited song.

3. Main song editor pane. The format of the songs is the same as that in the

XML database files.

PSALM’s theme editor has the following features (refer to figure 6.3):

Figure 6.3: The final version of PSALM’s theme editor

1. Themes can be chosen using the drop–down box. (Themes are loaded as part

of the XML database)

2. Themes are made up of component words and weightings, which can be

edited here.
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PSALM’s song recommender has the following features (refer to figure 6.4):

Figure 6.4: The final version of PSALM’s song recommender. This example is recom-
mending songs to follow ‘Indescribable’ in a setlist.

1. Recommendations can be made based on three criteria: setlist history (an

XML history file can be loaded), theme(s), chords shared with the currently

selected song in the setlist.

2. Sliders are used to set the relative importance of these criteria. This visual

method should be relatively easy for users to understand.

3. The sensitivity threshold can be adjusted.

4. Recommendations are displayed in a table, in order of how well the criteria

are matched. In the example, the song recommended highest has a high score

for the selected theme (which is set to most important) and has followed

‘Indescribable’ before in the history. Although it only shares a few chords

with ‘Indescribable’, this is set to be of least importance.

Please refer to appendix E for instructions on installing and using PSALM.
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6.2 Developing the final version

The development and evolution of PSALM have been covered in the previous chap-

ter. This final version of PSALM was built as the third increment, the requirements

of which have already been discussed in section 5.6.

6.3 Design & implementation

Starting with the abstract ideas shown in figure 5.4 used for the first increment,

designing PSALM was a process that followed alongside the implementation. Each

increment was designed on top of the previous implementation. As the main

objectives are quite distinct, each could be added in sequence into the existing

PSALM design.

6.3.1 Class structure

Figure 6.5 shows a UML class diagram of the implementation of PSALM’s design

plan.

There are three main types of class in PSALM: GUI classes, database classes

and parsing classes.

The GUI classes formed the starting point for design, since these are what the

user sees and manipulates directly. The Display class is the main user interface,

which loads first. From this, the SongEditor, ThemeEditor and SongRecommender

can be launched. Each of these classes is a Java Swing JFrame.

The song database is held by a SongIndex object, which is a LinkedList of

Song objects. A SongSearchResults is used when a search is made. This includes

a weighting (a Double) for each Song, that holds each song’s ranking or rating

depending on the search type.

Each Song object holds the information read from the database file, which

includes title, author and lyric fields amongst others. Chord objects are used to

store and manipulate the chords of a song. Each Chord has a transpose() method,

and methods to find the next or previous chord in sequence.

The main parsing class, SAXBridge uses the Simple API for XML (SAX). This

is an event–driven XML parser, which means that as an XML file is read, the

following methods are called on reaching ‘events’:
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• startDocument(), endDocument() – called at the start and end of a docu-

ment respectively. Variables are initialised on starting the document.

• startElement(), endElement() – called on reading a start or end XML tag.

XMLElement objects representing each tag are pushed onto or popped from

a Java Stack. Any attributes in the tag are read, and stored at this stage.

Data can be added to the SongIndex once an element has been fully parsed.

• characters() – called when reading text contained between tags. This is

where the content (lyrics, chords) of songs is read and parsed. The chords of

a song are stored in an ArrayList of Chord objects.

A SetlistHistory class was created to parse a setlist history XML file, and

store the data. It also used the SAX methods, but with different actions for each

event method, specific to the history data structures.

6.3.2 Designing the user interface

Since PSALM is aimed at users with a range of technical abilities, it was felt that

human–computer interaction issues must be carefully addressed. One of the system

requirements was to have a user interface that is at least as clear as a songbook –

otherwise there would be no point in using it. 91% of questionnaire respondents

rated simplicity as being important, or very important for PSALM.

Use case diagrams were designed first for PSALM’s interface. The actors chosen

for PSALM were:

1. System administrator

2. Lead worshipper

3. Other musicians

Each actor may be the same, or a different person. The lead worshipper will

often be a musician, but each role has different tasks. The use cases are shown in

figure 6.6.

The following points can be taken from this diagram:

• Functionality for a system administrator can be separated from the parts of

the interface needed by musicians & lead worshippers, who need to share

functions.
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Figure 6.6: Use cases for PSALM (in UML)

• Song recommendations should be grouped with, or accessed through the

setlist building interface.

• Transposition can be separated from the searching/choosing/preparing areas

of the GUI.

• The song display must be viewable at any point (except song recommenda-

tions & database editing). However, the other use cases lead to the song

display, so should come ‘first’ in the order implied by the interface.

• Searching and choosing songs are the most universal features for users.

A ‘flow’ of operation was determined from these use cases. The setlist must

be prepared first, but this includes use of the search facility. The setlist is where

songs would be selected for display from, except when in ‘preparation mode’. So
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from the first possible design of figure 5.5, the design changed to that in figure 6.1.

The flow is clockwise from the top–left, which would be natural to most users.

The search panel’s ‘Preview mode’ button could be used by a lead worship-

per when preparing their setlist, as songs selected from the search results would

be displayed in this mode. Since the recommendation function is only used in

preparing a setlist, access is through a button in the setlist panel, which when

pressed displays a dialog window (a Swing JDialog). This will add any chosen

recommendations to the setlist on closing.

Access for the system administrator is tidied away into the menubar, to ensure

simplicity. A user would become confused if access to every function was displayed

on the main screen. As a guide, there should only be about seven options on any

display. However, there are still quite a few buttons (particularly in the setlist

panel), which may still be overwhelming for some users. It may have been better

to use small, simple icons for the ‘Move up’, ‘Move down’ and ‘Remove’ buttons.

Although the interface appears a relatively plain colour, this will help a user to

feel comfortable. On occasion it is used to highlight important things. The title

field in the song editor is mandatory, so is yellow. To ensure chords stand out in

the display, they are shown in a different colour to text (which can be changed for

any user’s special requirements in the Cascading stylesheet (CSS) file, psalm.css).

Users expect feedback from their system, especially when things go wrong.

Message boxes are used sparingly to ensure their importance is not lost on the

user. They are displayed when a user selects to edit an existing song, overwrite

the XML database file, or when an error occurs. Error messages include as much

information about the error as possible to help users in deciding what should be

done.

In respect to Norman’s seven stages of problem solving, here are some examples

of how each stage is aided by PSALM’s interface:

Establishing the goal

‘Search’ and ‘Setlist’ panels and all buttons are clearly labelled to show users

what can be done.

Forming the intention

Smaller hints, such as the radio buttons below the search box, help to make

user decide what to do.

Specifying the action sequence
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The clockwise/left–to–right ordering of panels implies an order, while the

largest panel (the song display) remains blank until a user makes selections

to show this is the ‘last’ action.

Executing the action

To bridge the ‘Gulf of execution’, options can be recognised rather than

recalled – for example, the convention of a ‘File’ and ‘Edit’ menu for a system

administrator’s options. Actions are then performed quickly so that there is

no ambiguity in system state.

Perceiving the system state

Feedback is given after actions, either with a change in the display (such as

a song being added to the setlist), or a message (either as a dialog box or in

the status bar) telling the user of the system state. This reduces the ‘Gulf

of evaluation’ as users are told what is happening.

Interpreting the state

An example would be the error report given in the song editor. The user will

have tried to test or save a song, a message will inform the user of the error,

and then a detailed report explains the error.

Evaluating the system state

Options are ‘greyed out’ when they are unavailable to aid a user in evaluating

the system state. For example, if there are no songs in the setlist, the setlist

buttons are greyed out, and the counter below tells the user that there are

‘0 songs’ chosen.

Some more subtle touches could have been used given more time to develop

the interface, such as more use of depth – the setlist & search panels could appear

to be ‘above’ the song display to imply that they should be used first, and icons –

to replace some buttons to simplify the interface.

6.3.3 Designing the database

As explained in section 5.4.2, XML was chosen for the database over SQL with an

RDBMS. A hierarchical database naturally matches the way songs are stored in

songbooks. Figure 6.7 shows the database structure chosen.
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Figure 6.7: The hierarchical design of PSALM’s database. Where there is more than
one child tag or attribute in a box, these are all valid child tags.

Figure 6.8: Example XML database code

<psalmdb>

<songlist>

<song title="Clap your hands" writer="Gareth McNab">

<chorus>

[A] Clap your [C#m]hands, all you [D]people! [Bm7] [E]

[A] Sing to [C#m]God with songs of [G]prais[E/G#]e!

[A] For the [C#m]Lord is a g[D]reat God; [Bm7]

</chorus>

<verse no="1">

[G] For the Lord our God is [A]Faithful and True;

( ...more song content... )

</verse>

</song>

( ...other songs... )

<themelist>

<theme name="Cross">

<component word="redeem" weighting="0.6" />

(other component tags...)

</theme>

( ...other themes... )

</themelist>

</psalmdb>
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The content of songs is stored as free text between the start and close song

tags. Figure 6.8 shows some example code. Not included in these examples is

the alttitle (with name attribute) and songtheme (with attributes prob, the

probability of the song being of that theme, and name) tags, both children of the

song tag.

On reading the XML database, the content & attributes of songs are placed

in Song objects, which are added to the SongIndex data structure (based on a

LinkedList). The component words and weights of themes are placed in arrays

in Theme objects.

6.3.4 Theme detection & searching algorithms

The ideas behind the theme detection used were discussed in section 5.5.2. While

they were based on some of the principles of Latent Semantic Analysis, a simpler

algorithm was created.

Themes only needed to be detected in songs when searching for a theme (in-

cluding searching to make recommendations). So on searching for a certain theme,

every song is scanned and a value that represents the likelihood of it being of

that theme is computed. This value is saved so that future searches on the same

theme do not need to compute the values again. It can be saved in the database

in songtheme tags.

The search algorithm is shown in figure 6.9. Themes are made up of compo-

nent words, each with a weighting between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive. Note that the

component words of themes are sorted alphabetically using insertion sort when

the database is loaded. Themes do not usually have many component words and

are often entered into the database already in alphabetical order, so there are few

inversions, meaning insertion sort will be fast.

The basic idea of the algorithm is that each time a theme’s component word

is encountered, that word’s weighting is added to the song’s score for that theme.

At the end of the algorithm, the total score is divided by the total number of

words in the song, to avoid bias towards longer songs. If the final score is above

an adjustable sensitivity level, then the song is returned as being of the selected

theme.
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Output: matches, a SongSearchResults object containing all songs
matching the search criteria

switch type of search do
case thematic search

t← theme to search
initialise matches to contain all songs from current SongIndex set all
weightings in matches to 1.0
forall the s ∈ matches do

d← getThemeProb(s, t)
if d > sensitivity threshold then

set weighting of s to d
else

matches← matches− s
endif

endfall
return matches

endsw
Figure 6.9: PSALM’s thematic search algorithm. This algorithm does not show
how the other search types operate.

Function:getThemeProb()

Input: s: The song being searched; t: The theme to search.
Output: p: The probability of song s being of theme t.

if s already contains a probability for t then
return the probability in s of being of theme t

endif
p← 0.0
wordCount← 0
foreach word ∈ s do

wordCount← wordCount + 1
perform binary search for theme component words that match the start
of word
if component word is matched then

p← p + weighting of matched word
endif

endfch
p← p/wordCount
set probability of s being theme t to p
return p
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6.3.5 The song display and transposition feature

The display itself is based on the layout of songs in a songbook, as shown in

figure B.1. To replicate and enhance this design, conventions from other digital

representations of songbooks were followed. A monospaced font will allow consis-

tent positioning of chords with lyrics, and spacing is added where necessary.

The transposition function appears to the user as a simple drop–down box

giving the user the choice of which key to transpose the currently displayed song

into. On selecting a key, all chords of the song are changed. Only the letter and any

sharp (]) or flat ([) symbol need to be changed, so anything following this is not

changed (for example, in ‘F]sus4’, the ‘sus4’ will not be changed). An exception

is chords with a ‘/’ which is followed by another chord letter, which will need

changing (e.g. ‘G/B’, where the ‘G’ and ‘B’ are treated separately, then joined

back together with the ‘/’ once transposed).

Transposing the letters once separated is done recursively. The number of steps

needed to transpose from the song’s current key to the required key is computed.

Then each chord letter is transposed a step at a time.

The sequence of possible transpositions is below. It is cyclical, so the last chord

in the sequence is followed by the first:

C, C], D, E[, E, F, F], G, G], A, B[, B

Chords with a ] symbol can also be written as the following letter with a [

symbol, while those with a [ can also be written as the previous letter with a ].

In designing PSALM, this piece of music theory was ignored, so the above chords

were the only possible ones to be transposed into. While this is not ideal, it shows

how transposition can be done.

6.3.6 Designing the song recommender

The user should be allowed to set the mix of criteria used to make recommenda-

tions. Sliders are used to set the relative importance of criteria.

A score between 1.0 and 0.0 is given to every song in the song index except the

currently selected song (or last song, if there is no selection) in the setlist. The

final score for each song is divided by the sum of each importance level. Any songs

with scores above an adjustable sensitivity threshold are listed in a table. If there
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are no songs yet in the setlist, theme is the only criteria permitted.

The following criteria are used to recommend a song to follow song s in the

setlist:

Setlist history

The history is stored in another XML data file. An example code fragment

is shown in figure 6.10. The score of songs that have immediately followed

s in previous setlists is increased by 1.0, or less according to the position of

the history ‘importance’ slider.

Theme(s)

This works in exactly the same way as thematic searching, except that more

than one theme can be chosen. Each song’s score is an average of the prob-

abilities of the song being of each theme, weighted by the level of the theme

importance slider.

Matching chords

If a song has at least two chords in common with s, a smooth transition can

be played between the two songs. Duplicate chords are ignored. Providing

the songs have at least two chords in common, the score of each song is

increased by c
n
× f , where c is the number of chords in common with s; n is

the number of unique chords in s; f is the importance weighting set by the

slider for chord matching. (0.0 ≤ f ≤ 1.0)

Figure 6.10: Example setlist history XML code

<setlist-history>

<set type="Church" person="James Williams" date="28/10/07">

<song name="O Lord my God" basekey="Bb" capokey="G" />

( ... other songs ...)

</set>

( ... other sets ... )

</setlist-history>
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6.4 Testing

Since PSALM is a substantial project, listing all the tests, problems encountered

and solutions would be long and frankly, pointless. The important problems in

development and their solutions have already been discussed elsewhere. Instead,

two example test results are shown in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Example test results
Test purpose To test boolean searches work correctly
Input Database: songs-dist2.xml

Search string: ‘marvellous grace OR how’
Search type: song information

Expected result Only the song ‘How Marvellous’ should be returned.

Actual result Nothing appears to happen on pressing search.

Cause A NullPointerException has occurred, because the array
that stores words in ‘OR’ clauses has been incorrectly
assigned.

Solution The function parseSearch() is changed to correctly parse
search strings

Test purpose Test the positioning of chords above lyrics
Input Database: songs-test.xml

All possible chords/lyrics permutations were tested:
1. Chords positioned directly above any character
2. Chords requiring indentation when the lyrics start first
3. Lyrics requiring indentation when chords start first
4. Chords/lyrics indented together (e.g. for choruses)
5. Lines containing just chords, or just lyrics

Expected result Chords should be displayed above lyrics as a songbook
would display them.

Actual result After completion of testing & fixing the first increment
chords & lyrics were all correctly displayed as required.
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6.5 Achievements

The problems identified in section 5.2.1 for PSALM to address have been solved.

• The unwieldy song book system can now be replaced by PSALM. Songs can

now be organised and searched efficiently.

• Songs can be found quickly by a variety of search methods, including by

theme.

• Transposing songs is now a simple task.

• PSALM will aid a user in preparing a setlist, by making it easier to find

songs, and by making appropriate recommendations.

The following achievements should also be noted:

• After testing, PSALM appears to work as desired. This is no small feat!

• When a search for a theme is made, almost all the songs returned are indeed

of that theme.

• Song recommendations are appropriate. The flexibility for customization

in choosing balance of criteria for the recommendation tool allows users to

control how recommendations are made.

• Searches are made efficiently, with complex searches on large databases tak-

ing no longer than a few seconds. This is much quicker than trying to flick

through the pages of songbooks.

• PSALM is an example of how to successfully parse and manipulate a custom

XML database.

• PSALM’s user interface is clear enough for use and demonstrates HCI prin-

ciples.

6.6 Limitations

• Testing could have been made over a larger range of songs, themes and other

inputs.
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• Themes have to be made manually by the user. Latent Semantic Analysis

(LSA), or other mathematical models, could be used to generate themes.

This would remove the subjectivity in defining themes – which may, or may

not, be desired. While it is a shame that LSA could not be used, a whole

project could be based around it.

• Key recognition could not be included in PSALM due to the technical chal-

lenges. This would have been more than an entire project’s worth of work.

• ‘]’ and ‘[’ chords are mixed in PSALM’s output, which is not strictly allowed

by music theory, even though the chords displayed instead sound exactly the

same.

• Transposition for capo was not included in PSALM. The main transposition

function is sufficient, but some guitarists may appreciate being able to use

both together.

• Users are still required to use a small amount of XML in editing songs.

6.7 Assessment of results

Looking back to the problems that PSALM set out to solve, it can be deemed a

success, since each aim was completed. The achievements listed in section 6.5 are

very pleasing. The quality of thematic search results and song recommendations

has been a surprise, as these were technical functions meant to do subjective tasks.

However, there are limitations (see section 6.6) to the project. Some of those

limitations are due to the size and scope of the project, which could not really be

changed. But some are problems with PSALM. The lack of fully extensive testing

to the final version is a real problem. There are almost certainly problems left in

the ‘final’ version of PSALM.

PSALM’s application of music theory for transposition should really improve.

There will always be room for improvement in making PSALM run more efficient,

although it certainly does run fast enough for real use.

Ideas of further work on PSALM are proposed in section 7.3.
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6.8 Assessment of the development approach

If the measure for assessing the development is the success of the solution created,

then the approach can also be seen as a success.

The project was completed on time with all objectives completed. However,

this is not to say that a better quality solution would not have been created if the

schedule had not included so many delays. The final increment could have been

tested more comprehensively, and documented better.

The flexibility in the schedule was vital, as merging the third & second incre-

ments meant only a small reduction in functionality, while ensuring overall progress

remained on track. Using an incremental approach really helped to sustain moti-

vation for the project and allow feedback from potential users.

A lot of time was wasted on developing a custom–built XML parser, which

was replaced with a SAX parser. By making a better long–term plan for each

module, this could have been avoided as the parser could either have been built to

be extendable, or the SAX parser could have been used from the start.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions & reflections

7.1 Overall evaluation

Sections 3.5 and 6.7 assessed the research and software sides respectively, but it is

worth putting the whole project into perspective.

The idea of combining software and research sides for the project helped to

establish context for the software development, and direction for the research.

Most of the stated aims in both the research and software parts have been

achieved at least satisfactorily. PSALM does work, and the results of the more

advanced features (thematic searching and song recommendation) are particularly

pleasing.

This project does not claim to provide all the answers to the questions raised.

There is much room for improvement, as has been hinted at by the further work

proposed. The research side could especially be expanded, with a wider literature

survey and questionnaires for a more representative sample.

7.2 Project conclusions

This project has been a success in its own right, as its aims were achieved and on

time.

It has demonstrated how research and software can be combined into a project

that is better-informed, with a greater understanding of how the software would

fit into the context it is built for. So rather than just building PSALM, an under-

standing of how PSALM should be used has been reached, rather than simply how

it could be used.
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The current state of IT use in many churches has been uncovered. It is encour-

aging to see the variety of ways IT is used, and the positive attitudes of congrega-

tions towards it. A better awareness of the benefits, problems and consequences

of church IT should be encouraged.

It has shown that it is possible to detect the song themes from lyrics alone

with relatively little computation, although better statistical methods such as LSA

would probably be better.

7.3 Further work

Proposed further research work:

• The literature investigation could be expanded, as there is so much more

material than what was covered. It would be especially interesting to look

at more of why many churches do not use IT when they could, and what

should be done, if anything, to change this.

• The sample surveyed in the questionnaires should be expanded to become

more representative of the whole British Church. It would be helpful to

identify what would make a sample more representative first.

• The investigation into existing software could expand as there are many more

programs than those mentioned above.

The following aims are suggested for further software development work, some of

which were suggested in returned questionnaires:

• Complete testing and remove all remaining problems in PSALM.

• Address the other limitations listed above.

• A tool for aiding communication between musicians, lead worshippers, tech-

nicians in a church service and church leaders should be built.

• Songs & databases could be shared online. Although the XML databases

can be passed around easily, a dedicated system for sharing songs between

musicians would be helpful. It could also be used for collaborating on creating

new songs.
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• Setlist history is currently used by the song recommendation tool, but is not

accessible through PSALM. It may be helpful for users to view, or edit the

history.

• It should be possible to display other texts, such as annotations, Bible pas-

sages, song arrangements, etc.

• A method of controlling PSALM during a service should be developed that

can be used by musicians who have their hands full playing instruments.

Foot pedals, or voice recognition could be used.

7.4 Personal reflections

This project has taught me much as both a computer scientist and a church musi-

cian. The advice authors such as Schultze give for integrating IT into church life

is highly relevant, and can be applied to other contexts too.

In developing PSALM, I have gained experience in developing a GUI in Java.

Using an incremental development process suited my working methods well. Al-

though it meant effort on testing was duplicated, it helped to sustain motivation

by breaking the project down into smaller milestones.
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Appendix B

Explanation of terminology

The Church, a church

The Church refers to the wider collective group of Christians and their institutions,

as opposed to a church which refers to a specific group of Christians. Other

Christian institutions are also included under the term churches for simplicity in

this report.

Worship and lead worshippers

In many modern churches, a time of corporate worship will involve a period of time

where several songs are sung by people (the congregation) in succession. A band

usually accompanies the songs. The lead worshipper leads the singing, perhaps

with an instrument such as a guitar or keyboard. Other people may also start

singing a song spontaneously for everyone to join in with.

Setlists

A setlists is a list of songs to sing, similar to a playlist. Songs in a setlist may be

chosen according to mood, theme, and musical suitability. A progression between

themes is often desirable throughout a setlist.

Songbooks

Musicians may use several songbooks (containing 50–250 songs) to aid them in

playing songs. See figure B.1 for an example of a song from a songbook. The

letters such as ‘G’, ‘D/F]’ and ‘Em7’ are the chord names, placed above the point
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in the song where they should be played. Musicians may prefer to use sheet music,

but this project focuses on this style of presenting lyrics and chords.

Figure B.1: An example of a song from a songbook.

Keys and transposition

By changing (transposing) the key of a song, it can be sung at higher or lower

levels of pitch. The chords of the song (the letters displayed beside the lyrics) that

are played by musicians are defined by the key of the song. A capo is a tool that

can be used on a guitar to easily transpose a song into a different key.

For the purposes of this project, a musical ‘key’ is defined by the starting note

(or tonic) of one of the 39 major and minor scales (which are patterns of notes).

Since there are only 12 possible notes (that sound distinct within an octave),

there can only be 12 possible keys that a song can be transposed into – although

each could be ‘major’ or ‘minor’ (depending on the scale), which does mean that

technically there are 24 keys.

The tonic is usually referred to by a letter between A–G, or one of these letters

followed by a ‘flat’ or ‘sharp’ (denoted by a ‘[’ or ‘]’ respectively). In this project,

keys are referred to by the letter of their tonics.

While these musical definitions are based on Western music theory, they are not

perfect, but are still quite sufficient for this project. For example, notes between
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the semitones of Western music are ignored, since they are very uncommon. This

is justified since music in most British churches rarely exploits the more complex

or less common aspects of Western music theory such as these.

Outreach

This is the general term used in this report for activities that church members may

do either in communicating their faith to people that do not attend the church, or

in serving the general public.

Information Technology (IT)

The definition of IT has been deliberately left open to interpretation. While pri-

marily focussing on computer technology and software, the definition is flexible

enough to include other notable related technologies. This allowed respondents to

answer questionnaires using their own definition of ‘IT’, so avoiding missing out

on interesting responses that would be due to a narrow definition of IT. At the

very least, the term refers to digital or electronic technology.
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Appendix C

Questionnaire

The results of the questionnaire are laid out in appendix D. The paper version of

the questionnaire itself is reproduced on the following pages. Note that an online

version was also created (hosted by www.esurveyspro.com), which was designed

to be as similar to the paper version as possible to reduce bias in the results,

while following online survey conventions (for example, only having one question

or group of similar questions on a single webpage).
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Questionnaire: IT in the contemporary church 
 

Thank you for taking 10-15 minutes to complete this questionnaire. Your answers will be 

invaluable for my research at the University of Warwick into the use of information 

technology (IT) in the contemporary church. You will be welcome to have a copy of my final 

report in return for your help. If you would like one, please attach either a postal or email 

address for it to be sent to.  

 

Please complete and return this questionnaire before 17
th

 February 2008. Late replies 

will still be helpful but may not influence my report. Responses will be treated confidentially.  

 

If you have any problems in completing this questionnaire, please contact me or my project 

supervisor. It is not necessary to answer every question, any response will be appreciated. If 

you would like to add further comments, please feel free to attach them.  

 

Please note that the word ‘church’ is used throughout this questionnaire to refer to the wider 

Christian context including activities run by the church beyond typical Sunday church 

services, including other Christian organisations, festivals and events.  

 

 

Part One: The use of IT in the church to which you belong to 
 

On the whole, would you agree with the following descriptions of the current use of IT in 

your church? Please tick one of the appropriate boxes for each description.  

 

         Agree Disagree  Unsure            Agree   Disagree   Unsure 

Helpful:               Unnecessary:           

Useful:                Refreshing:          

Distracting:                Over-used:          

Complicated:                Professional:           

Radical:                Advanced:           

Up to date:                Attractive:           

Good value:                Inclusive:            

 

What reasons for using IT in church have you encountered? Please tick all that apply.  

 

 Will make tasks easier/simpler   Allows others to be included 

 Attractive to church members   Attractive to outsiders 

 To keep up to date     Better suited to tasks than previous methods 

 Frees up resources/people    Advice from others 

 Fits well with aims of the church   Fits well with image of the church 

 Pressure from congregation   No favourable reasons encountered 

 Other - please specify below:  
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What reasons against using IT in church have you encountered? Please tick all that apply.  

 

 Too radical      Too expensive   

 Too much of a technical challenge  Too much of a challenge to setup/install 

 Too much of a challenge to maintain/run  Not good enough for purpose 

 Unnecessary     Better alternatives 

 Impersonal      Previous bad experiences with IT 

 Does not fit with aims of the church  Does not fit with image of the church 

 Pressure from congregation   No opposition encountered 

 Other - please specify below:  

 

 

 

In which of the following areas is IT used in your church? 

For each area, please give a rating to the quality of the use of IT, where 5 = very good, 4 = 

good, 3 = okay, 2 = poor, 1 = very poor, 0 = unsure. Leave blank if IT is not used in that 

area.  

 

Rating Area 

 Administration (including financial) 

 Children’s work 

 Youth work 

 Sermons/talks 

 News or notices (e.g. newsletters; news presentations within services) 

 Displaying song words, liturgy, or other text for the whole congregation  

 Worship (either for music or other types) 

 Evangelism (including alpha or similar courses) 

 Local community involvement 

 
Other – please list below:  

  

  

  

  

 

Please tick one box to answer each of the following questions.  

 

Please rate what you believe to be the general attitude of your church towards the use of IT. 

 Very positive  Positive  Ambivalent  Negative  Very negative 

 

How many people are in your church with good IT skills?  

 Many   Some   Enough    Few   Very few/none 
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What benefits do you see from the way that IT is used in your church, especially in areas that 

you are involved with? 

 

 

What problems do you see from the way that IT is used in your church, especially in areas 

that you are directly involved with? 

 

 

 

Part Two: Your own use of IT in church 
 

Please list any ministry areas (including any leadership or serving roles) that you are directly 

involved in, and in what ways you use IT in them if at all: 

 

 

Why do you use IT in these areas? Please comment on the advantages and disadvantages of 

using IT in these areas.  
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Please tick one response for each question.  

 

How would you rate your ability with IT?  

 Very good   Good  Okay   Poor  Very poor 

 

How would you rate your attitude towards the use of IT generally, whether in or out of 

church? 

 Very positive  Positive  Ambivalent  Negative  Very negative 

 

Are there problems in the church that you believe could be solved or improved upon in the 

near future by using IT?  

 

 

 

Part Three: Software to aid leading music 
 

If you are involved in leading worship/music in a church context, please complete this 

section. Otherwise, please skip to part four.  

 

What experience do you have of IT solutions to help in leading music in the church context?  
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How important would the following features of such a software aid be to you? 

For each feature, please give a rating of how important it would be to you, where 5 = very 

important, 4 = fairly important, 3 = Unsure/ambivalent, 2 = fairly unimportant, 1 = not at 

all important.  

 

Rating Area 

 Ability to search for songs (including searching on lyrics and themes) 

 Ability to transpose (including transposing for guitar capos) 

 Appearance of the user interface 

 Automatic song theme detection (from lyrics) 

 Detecting the key of recorded or live music/singing 

 Displaying chords 

 Displaying lyrics 

 Displaying sheet music 

 Help with creating set-lists or choosing songs 

 Integration with other software - please specify which:  

 Operating speed 

 Simplicity 

 Song organisation system  

 
Other – please list below:  

  

  

  

  

 

What conditions would you place on the use of a software aid for a lead musician in church? 

 

 

I am currently building a software tool to aid leading music in church. For more information 

please contact me or go to http://blogs.warwick.ac.uk/church-it.  

 

 

Part Four: Final questions 
 

Please tick all that apply throughout the rest of this section. If you would prefer not to answer 

any of these questions, just leave the boxes blank.  

 

What is your gender?   Male   Female 
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Which age group are you in? 

 Under 18   18-25  26-35  36-45  46-55 

 56-65   66-75  76-85  Over 85 

 

Which of the following descriptions match your church? 

 Catholic    Evangelical      Modern 

 Anglican    Charismatic      Traditional 

 Presbyterian   Younger congregation    Radical 

 Baptist    Variety of ages across congregation  Conservative 

 Methodist    Older congregation 

 Other denomination/stream – please specify:  

 

Please give an approximate size of your congregation:  

 

What is the name of your church? 

 

 

What town or region is your church from? 

 

 

How did you find out about this survey? 

 

 

 

Please add any further comments you would like to. Attach and return them 

with this questionnaire to either the postal or email address below. Thank you.  

 

 

Thank you very much for completing this survey.  

 

Your response is greatly appreciated. If you would like to contact me or my supervisor, here 

are our contact details: 

Researcher: 

James Williams 

105 Hearsall Lane,  

Earlsdon,  

Coventry  

CV5 6HG 

 

J.Williams.6@warwick.ac.uk 

0779 255 0714 

Supervisor: 

Steve Russ 

Computer Science,  

Room CS317,  

University of Warwick,  

Coventry  

CV4 7AL 

 

Steve.Russ@dcs.warwick.ac.uk 

024 7652 3681 
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Appendix D

Questionnaire results

D.1 Part One: The use of IT in the church to

which you belong to

This section focuses on the general attitudes towards IT, and use of IT in the
church of each respondent.

Figure D.1: On the whole, would you agree with the following descriptions of the
current use of IT in your church?
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Table D.1: What reasons for using IT in church have you encountered?
Reasons for % of respondents
Better suited to tasks than previous methods 75%
Will make tasks easier/simpler 73%
Attractive to outsiders 67%
Attractive to church members 61%
To keep up to date 57%
Fits well with aims of the church 48%
Allows others to be included 44%
Fits well with image of the church 39%
Frees up resources/people 35%
Advice from others 15%
Other† 12%
Pressure from congregation 3%
No favourable reasons encountered 1%

†Main other favourable reasons given: Good for communication, helps keep at-
tention, appeals to different people, better for illustrating sermons, allows sermons
to be recorded, it is efficient, fast, effective, more modern.

Table D.2: What reasons against using IT in church have you encountered?
Reasons against % of respondents
Too expensive 46%
Too much of a technical challenge 44%
Too much of a challenge to maintain/run 35%
Too much of a challenge to set-up/install 31%
Unnecessary 23%
Impersonal 20%
No opposition encountered 17%
Too radical 14%
Other‡ 13%
Not good enough for purpose 8%
Previous bad experiences with IT 8%
Does not fit with image of the church 6%
Does not fit with aims of the church 4%
Pressure from congregation 4%
Better alternatives 0%

‡ Main other opposing reasons given: Not everyone has access to IT, more
people & training are needed, it can be distracting, it is a waste of money, time
consuming.
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Figure D.2: In which of the following areas is IT used in your church? With the
ratings of the quality of each use of IT.

Figure D.3: What do you believe to be the general attitude of your church towards the
use of IT?

Figure D.4: How many people are in your church with good IT skills?
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What benefits do you see from the way that IT is used in your
church?
The original question was open-ended, so the most interesting themes from the
responses are listed below (starting with the most common):

• Improves communication.

• Aids sermons.

• Appears more professional, improves presentation.

• More efficient for administration matters.

• Good for distributing/displaying various kinds of information, notices or
newsletters.

• Helpful in producing the CCLI report (a report for copyright licensing of
songs used by a church each year) and managing songs.

• Helps to engage and/or involve different people, in different ways.

• Allows flexibility, variety and new ideas. For example, videos can be shown,
either as part of sermons/talks or in other contexts.

• Allows song words, liturgy or other text to be displayed

• IT is more relevant (especially for youth and children).

• IT is easy (or easier than the previous methods) to use.

• IT is fast (or quicker than the alternative methods).

• It is easier to see or hear elements of a service when IT is used.

• Helps people to focus.

• Improves singing (for example, by freeing people from individual hymnbooks,
so hands are free and their voices are no longer projected downwards).

• It is more attractive for existing church members and visitors.

• Saves paper, acetates and other resources. Resources can instead be re-used.
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What problems do you see from the way that IT is used in your
church?
The original question was open-ended, so the most interesting themes from the
responses are listed below (starting with the most common):

• There are not enough people that are capable enough. The lack of - and need
for - training is also a problem.

• It can be distracting and/or disruptive, often becoming the focus when it
shouldn’t be.

• The IT can be unreliable and problems occur.

• Needs maintenance, upgrading, and needs to be kept fresh. It can breed
complacency if care is not taken.

• A divisive atmosphere can be created, as the use of IT can make some feel
‘disenfranchised’. An impression of a select elite few using IT can be created.

• It can be poorly or inappropriately used. The equipment can be unfit for the
purpose, inappropriate or just not good enough.

• Churches can become dependent on IT systems.

• It takes too much preparation or setup time.

• IT costs too much. Money could be better spent elsewhere.

• It is not always as good as hoped or expected.

• There can be a fear of the unknown, or of (perceived?) complexity. There
can generally be opposition from the congregation.

• There are logistical difficulties - for example: space requirements, transport-
ing equipment.

• Problem of ‘information overload’.

• It can be impersonal.
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D.2 Part Two: Your own use of IT in church

This section focuses on the experience and opinion of respondents about the use
of IT in church(es).

Table D.3: List any ministry areas that you are directly involved in and in what ways
you use IT in them.
The original question was open-ended, so the most interesting responses are listed below:
Ministry area IT used in...
Talks/sermons/etc. Preparation

Producing handouts, notes, slides, etc.
Research
Creating/obtaining/displaying multimedia
Recording the talks

Administration Databases (for CCLI, of attendees, etc.)
Managing (shared) resources
Word processing/desktop-publishing: flyers, minutes, etc.
Audiovisual production
Website management
Producing publicity (for ministries, events)
Communication (including ‘prayer letters’)

Music / worship Displaying song words, readings and other liturgy
Communication: email

Youth work Communication: email, SMS, social network websites
Multimedia (Presentations, DVDs/videos, music)
Games

Children’s work Interactive games
Producing ‘hardcopy’ materials

Leading teams Managing and sending rotas
Communication: email

Outreach Adverts

Training Communication by webcam
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Table D.4: Why do you use IT in these areas? Please comment on the advantages &
disadvantages.
The original question was open-ended, so the most interesting responses are listed below
(starting with the most common):
Advantages Disadvantages
Easier / simpler Problems occur, leading to work & stress
Faster / more efficient Time consuming
Professional / cleaner Can be over-used or even depended on
Engages different people Needs to be kept up to date
Engages in different ways Distracting
Communication Inappropriately or poorly used
Ability & capacity of IT Information overload
Expected by people Frequency of power cuts kills IT
Makes information accessible Expensive
Versatile / flexible Lots of equipment needed
No alternatives Increasing demand for IT
Possible to share resources Apathy in church
Less distracting Impersonal
Reduces costs
Lets people develop & use IT skills

Figure D.5: How would you rate your
ability with IT?

Figure D.6: How do you feel about the
use of IT generally?

Are there problems in churches that you believe could be solved or
improved upon in the near future by using IT?

There was a large range of responses to this open-ended question. A few people
pointed out that IT could not solve the main problems or issues in the Church,
and that the real message of Christianity should be the focus - not the medium
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that it may be conveyed by. Another response highlighted the need for more, or
improved, training for those operating the IT for it to solve anything.

Below is a list of some of the most interesting areas that those surveyed believe
that IT could be applied to, starting with the most common. Note that IT is
already used in many of the areas listed in some churches. This list then represents
an awareness of areas where IT is used across many other churches as well as some
new ideas for IT use.

• Church websites

– Better content/features for both visitors and existing members.

– Publicity (for example, publicising events).

– Online discussion forums.

– Online booking for venues owned by a church.

– Sharing information (for example, administrative information, rotas,
music, etc.). This could be done between networks of churches, across
parishes, or just for a single church. Security would be important, in-
cluding different access rights for different people.

– Making sermons available for download (e.g. as MP3s/podcasts.)

• Worship

– ‘Alternative worship’ – i.e. worship in different styles to the tradi-
tional/conventional worship of a church’s main service. This might in-
clude presentations and audiovisual multimedia.

– Displaying song words.

– Communication during a service between musicians, the lead worship-
per, sound engineers, projector operators, or other leaders.

– Shared resources (e.g. sheet music, setlists), either online or offline.

• Sermons/talks

– A ‘professional presentation program’ for highlighting points, etc. This
could also be used for displaying song words and notices.

– Recording sermons to CDs or MP3s.

• Administration

– Database of attendees/membership (Although security, data protection
and public availability are seen as issues).

– ‘Church management software’.

– Financial software.
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– Communication between church members, leaders, or other churches /
groups. Also communication of news, especially at short notice, often
by web/email. VoIP could perhaps be used?

– Sharing resources with other churches or groups.

– Publicity (e.g. producing leaflets).

• Other issues in main church services

– Integrating/converging the sound, projection, & other technologies.

– Discreet small screens to show liturgy.

– Changing services to be ‘like TV so they [people that wouldn’t normally
attend church] feel more comfortable and open up’.

• Outreach – for example, specifically targeting the ‘IT generation’: reaching
them, serving them and making church relevant for them.

• Small groups (that meet outside the main church service) - tools for planning
(of meetings/events/tasks/individual roles/etc).

• Student work – coordinating free lunches and lifts laid on for students, per-
haps by web or email.

• Children’s work.

D.3 Part Three: Software to aid leading music

This section was specifically designed to influence the design of my software pro-
gram (PSALM) built in this project as well as investigating how IT is used currently
used in this area.

What experience do you have of IT solutions to help in leading music
in the church context?

90% of the respondents that were involved in leading music in the church
context had at least some experience of IT solutions to help in leading music.

As this was an open-ended question, there were was a range of responses given
here. Most either mentioned specific software used to aid in leading music, tasks
that were aided by such software, or general comments. Each response is unique
for the respondent’s church. Below is a summary of responses:

Programs used to aid leading music (starting with the most common):

• SongPro

• PowerPoint
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• EasyWorship

• MediaShout

• SongSelect

• OpenSong

Tasks where IT is used as an aid (starting with the most common):

• Displaying song words, images or presentations.

• Scanned copies of song sheets are put online for access by band members.
Online downloads of song recordings (especially new ones) are used.

• MIDI music, drum loops or samples used as part of corporate worship, ‘to
flesh out the sound of the small band’.

• Transposing chords.

• Recording songs.

• Used to ‘drive’ a service.

• Screens are used for the band to display words & reminders.

Other comments:

• IT of a high standard is helpful, but poor use of IT hinders worship.

• Most respondents said they were positive towards IT in aiding leading music.
Some respondents said that the IT can go wrong, and a ‘Plan B’ is needed.

• Some churches no longer use IT solutions in music as the people with expe-
rience in using/operating them have left.

• PowerPoint is not easy to adapt for worship.

• People can become ‘slavish’ to screens during corporate worship (Rather than
being led by the church leaders or God).

• SongPro (or other presentation software) must be operated by people that
understand the flow of the songs and are ‘worshippers’ themselves. (This
will help in being sensitive and used correctly).
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Figure D.7: How important would the following features of such a software aid [for
leading music] be to you?

*Software to integrate with:

• PowerPoint, and other Microsoft Office applications

• SongPro

• The following were mentioned once: EasyWorship, MediaShout, Cubase,
Noteworthy, CCLI returns, Adobe PDF, email.

Other suggested features (Starting with most common / most important):

• Audio - either included in the program itself or as a link to a preview.

• Displaying other text (such as Bible verses), images or video.

• Step-by-step tutorial.

• Ease of upgrade or adding songs.

• Hardware that fits on a music stand.

• Communication with other musicians in the band.

• Instrument & song arrangements.

• Should be open source, multi-platform.

• Remote access, particularly allowing musicians to access songs and song lists.
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D.4 Part Four: Final questions

This section were designed to help identify different attitudes to, or uses of, IT
across different churches. These questions reflect responses, not actual churches
since there were multiple responses from 4 churches, plus many responses will be
subjective, seen in the way they differ across any individual church.

Table D.5: Survey demographics

Age group Percentage
Under 18 1%
18 - 25 34%
26 - 35 19%
36 - 45 13%
46 - 55 24%
56 - 65 7%
66 - 75 1%
Over 75 0%

Gender Percentage
Male 71%
Female 29%

(69% of respondents gave their gender or age.)

Figure D.8: Types and characteristics of respondents’ churches*
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Table D.6: Approximate sizes of surveyed churches
The congregation sizes can be broken down into the following categories:
Size % of responses
500 + 8%
300 - 499 15%
200 - 299 26%
100 - 199 32%
0 - 99 20%

Table D.7: Populations of the towns/regions that the surveyed churches are from
Population data was taken from the 2001 census where possible. Population sizes can
be broken down into the following categories:
Population % of
(thousands) responses
500 + 6%
200 - 500 36%
100 - 200 17%
50 - 100 11%
20 - 50 20%
0 - 20 11%

There were 98 responses to the questionnaire in total, including 14 completed
paper copies and 84 online. However, 20 of the online responses were blank, prob-
ably due to incomplete or cancelled responses, leaving a total of 78 that have been
used for analysis in this report.
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Appendix E

Guide to installing & using
PSALM

To run PSALM, navigate to the directory PSALM/Final version/ on the CD.
PSALM can be started using PSALM.jar in this directory.

Ar at a command line (in the same directory as the file), type ’java -jar

PSALM.jar songs-dist2.xml’ and press enter. This should also load the database
while PSALM starts up.

Once the database has loaded, songs can be searched for, added to the setlist,
edited (via the Edit menu).

The thematic search can be demonstrated by clicking the ‘Themes’ radio but-
ton, choosing ‘Cross’ or ‘Praise & dancing etc’ and clicking search. The database
is small so only one result is returned for each. However, if the search sensitivity
is changed to ‘Very low’ (through the Edit menu, and ‘Thematic search settings’),
and thematic a search for songs about the cross is done, two results should show
up.

To access the song recommender, add some songs to the setlist, by selecting
songs in the search pane and clicking ‘Add selected song to setlist’. Then click
‘Recommend’. The setlist history file (also in the PSALM/Final version/ direc-
tory) can be loaded to enable this recommendation criteria.

Please note: To display using a better font, install/copy the included ’Vera-
Mono.ttf’ file (the Bitstream Vera Sans Mono font) to your system’s font directory.
You may need system administrator privileges to do this.

Java 1.5 is required.
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Appendix F

Files on the CD

The contents of each folder on the CD are described here:

Blog

An export version of the project blog can be found here. index.html gives access
to all the articles written. Hyperlinks may not work as it is an export version.
Images used on the blog can be found in the images folder.

Final Report

All LATEX files and images etc. used to create this report are in this folder. A PDF
version of of the report is included.

Other Resources

This contains the following files:

Huge UML.png A very large UML class diagram for PSALM.

project plan2.png A large image of the Gantt chart schedule for the project.

project plan.gan The code that the Gantt chart was produced from.

psalm.css Used by testhtml.html.

setlist history.xls The spreadsheet used to keep track of setlist history.

songs-sslyrics2.xml A database used for testing PSALM of several hundred
songs, adapted from the Survivor records digital songbook, a large UK based
Christian record company.

testhtml.html This shows how lyrics and chords could be displayed using no
more than HTML, CSS and a browser.
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testsongs.xml Another database used for testing.

word analysis (no-formulas).xls This contains the term-by-document matrix
built to help in understanding LSA.

Presentation

The slides and handout from the presentation, in their respective original and PDF
formats are here.

Progress Report

The LATEX file and PDF version of the progress report are in this folder.

PSALM

This folder is split again into the following folders:

Final Source Code

This contains all the source code for PSALM. Display.java is the class that
PSALM starts from. The *.form files were produced by NetBeans for GUI classes.

Final version

This folder contains the final release version of PSALM. See appendix E for in-
structions on running PSALM. The files in the folder are:

lib (folder) This contains the extra Swing libraries required by PSALM that are
not included in Java 1.5.

history.xml This is the setlist history XML database file.

P-icon.png The icon for PSALM.

psalm.css This file controls the style of the song display in PSALM. Colours,
fonts, etc. can be edited.

PSALM.jar The actual PSALM program, as an executable Java JAR file.

README.TXT Basic instructions for running PSALM.

songs-dist2.xml The datbase used for distributing PSALM, including some ex-
ample themes.

VeraMono.ttf The preferred font for PSALM’s song display.
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Increments

There are folders for each increment (including the prototype) here. The contents
of each increment’s folder are similar to the Final version folder.

Questionnaire

The original ‘paper’ version of the questionnaire (in MS Word and PDF formats)
is here. The results of the questionnaires are in the Results folder.

Specification

The original specification is here in PDF format, as well as the live version (which
was updated in November) and the LATEX file it was produced from.
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